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Transfinite Induction as a Research Method of Analysis 

Introduction.—This thesis is "based on notes taken 

hy the author during the course of a series of lectures 

presented in the spring of 1929 "by II. Florin Vasilesco, 

Visiting Lecturer in Mathematics at The Rice Institute. 

An effort has been made to preserve the viewpoint of 

the lecturer. The proofs also are largely the ones 

which he presented, though there are some few changes 

which the author deemed desirable. 

1.—Intuitive examples which lead to a consideration 

of transfinite numbers. 

1. Consider on the axis OX of positive numbers 

the points 

Ay » A^, • • • , A^,... 

whose abscissae are respectively 

x, = 1/2, 

X* » 1/2 + 1/2*, 

X^y = 1/2 + 1/2* + . .. + l/2*\ 

Each 3^ is to the right of all the preceding points 
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of this set, and the rank of is determined as its 

subscript n. The set 

= -0-/ » A* » • • • » ^V*,» • • • 

determines a limit point which we might designate "by 

the symbol A^. The abscissa of Aw is 

= 1. 

Add this point to the set. Then A^ has a definite 

rank in the set, for it stands after every A and is 

uniquely determined by the set fA ? . Désignante its rank 

by the symbol u>. Vfe can adjoin another point A , 

which lies to the right of Aw , to this set; we designate 

its abscissa by and its rank by u> + 1. This 

process can be continued as far as we please, and 

to any given extent we can place all the points within 

a finite portion OM of the axis by choosing each new 

point near enough to the preceding one or ones. 

The set of symbols, 

1, 2,..., n, « • *, co , CAJ + 1,... , 

designating the orders, or ranks, of the points of 

our set, is called a transfinite sequence of ordinal 

numbers. 

2. The example we have given is not merely an 

artifically constructed illustration of a mathematical 
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theory, for it is typical of a situation which frequently 

arises even in very elementary questions of analysis. 

Consider, for instance, a function f(x) which is 

continuous in the closed interval (a, b). By the 

definition of continuity, there exists, for any given 

small positive e , a positive number S, such that if 0 < h, < S, 

| f(a + - f(a)| < e . 

Designate a "by x, and a + S, "by xv There exists also 

a positive number such that if | ha | < 

| f(ij + -&*) - f(x2) | < 6 , 

and so on. It is conceivable that it is impossible 

ever to reach the point b by this finite process. 

Then the increasing sequence, 

■^1 » » • • • » • • • * 

has a unique limit point x*, . Since f(x) is continuous 

at x*, , there exists K such that if | hM ( <_ <£„, 

| f(x„ + J»m) - f(x* ) | < 6 . 

Designate x«, + by x*,+/ . After a finite number of 

repretitions of this process, b may or may not be 

attained.* This process leads to the definition of 

* As a matter of fact, ho.ever, b eventually 

must be attained by a continuation of this ‘ 

process, since the assumption of the contrary leads to 

a contradiction; hence, by the Heine-Borel Theorem, 
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a transfinite sequence just as did the process previously 

considered. 

3. The above transfinite sequence is an immediate 

and natural, consequence of the notion of continuity. 

It would seem strange, then, that it was not considered 

as soon as the notion of continuity arose, fut often 

the most difficult things to discover are the simplest, 

and the consequent results are the most important. 

Consider, for instance, the notion of the definite 

integral. It was considered first as a means of expressing 

the area botuided by the curve f(x), the axis of x, and 

the ordinates of the points a and b. The interval (a, b) 

was divided into portions which were multiplied 

by certain corresponding ordinates and the results 

summed. This process is quite natural when continuous 

functions are being considered, but it is no more 

natural than the process of summing the ordinates 

where 

there would be only a finite number of £ *s necessary 

for covering the interval ( at b); the well loiown fact 

follows that any continuous function is uniformly 

continuous. ( B.) 
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lower limit of f(x) - j, < f(x) < y^, 

then those where 

7Z < f(x) < y3, 

and so on. The former process leads to the ïïiemann 

integral and the latter to the Lebesgue integral. 

But the former ceases to "be natural when discontinuous 

functions are considered, while the latter is still 
« 

as applicable as before. It is not surprising, then, 

that the Lebesgue integral is the more generally 

applicable of the two. 

4. The set 

Z/ * Z^ , • • ■ 9 * * J Ztv * -f-f > ' • • > 

has the following properties: 

(a) If different elements x* and x^ are given, 

then one of them comes before the other. If x^ comes 

before XQ , we write 

xrt < x^ or > z* . 

(b) If different elements x^ , x@ , and xy are 

given and if 

< z^ and X0 < xy , 

x < X 

then 
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(e) If a denumerable subset, 

is given, then there exists an element of the subset 

which comes before every other element of the subset. 

( <3.) If an element x^ is given, then there is at 

most a denumerable infinitude of elements coming before x^ . 
( 

Any set satisfying (a) and (b) is said to be 

ordered. Any ordered set satisfying (c) is said to 

be well ordered. By a sequence we mean a set satisfying 

(a), (b), (c), and (d). 

That the above set satisfies (a), (b), and (c) 

is obvious. We show that it satisfies (d) also, as 

follows: Every xw is the left-hand end-point of an 

interval xw '< x■<; x^f/. These intervals do not overlap. 

Since x^ is on the finite portion Oil of the axis, there 

can be only a finite number of the intervals, for </3 , 

of length greater than 1/n, where n is any positive 

integer. We can order, then, first the finite number 

of intervals of length greater than or equal to 1/2, 

then those less than 1/2 but greater than or equal to 

1/3, and so on. This establishes the property. Such 

a sequence of intervals x^ < x < x <ùt+) is called a 

Lebesgue chain of intervals. 
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2.—Derivative sets. 

5. Another example showing how transfinite numbers 

appear naturally in mathematics is furnished by a 

consideration of point sets. Let ns recall the 

Bolanzo-Y/eierstrass principle: Every infinite honnded 

set of points E has at least one limit point. We shall 

consider only linear sets. The points of E may he 

divided into two classes, those inferior to an infinite 

number of points of E, and the other points. These 

two classes define a cutting point which separates them 

and which is a limit point of E. Then the derivative 

set, or simply the derivative, E( of E exists. 

Obviously, E; is closed and contains its derivative 

set Ea ; Ea is closed and contains its derivative E3 ; 

and so on. 

6. If all the dérivâtives, 

/ 3 /?t) Ef TP -Tl 
9 • • 9 i-J !•••} 

exist, then there exists a set E^ which is common to 

all of them, y/hën we say a set exists, we mean it 

contains at least one point. The theorem is trivial, 

if any E*’ is perfect. Assume the eomtrary. Let M,; 

be any point of E . Then 1»I4- is a point of every E 9 
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where 3c = 1, 2,..., i - 1. By the Bolanzo-Weierstrass 

principle, the set fil;} has a limit point; ana since 
* 4# 

all the E are closed, this point "belongs to every E 

let E"be the set of all points common to 

E ' , Ea ,.. . , E™,. .. 

E*0 obviously is closed. It is called the th derivative 

of E. The derivative of E"* is designated "by E*0*' , and 

so on. 

The above demonstration proves in general that 

given an existing denumerable sequence of closed sets 

of points, each term containing all the following 

terms, then there exists a closed set of points common 

to all the terms. 

7. If any derivative of a set is perfect, then 

this derivative coincides with all the subsequent 
4» 

derivatives of the set. We shall show that there exist 

also sets of points having no perfect derivatives 

but having derivatives of any preassigned order. 

Consider tlqe sequence of intervals, 

(1/2, 1), (1/2* , 1/2),..., (1/2'"', l/2~"'),..., 

and the sequence of sets of points each contained 

in the interval (0, 1), 
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® / » »•••> ^nx> > • • • 

A homothetic transformation of an interval is a 

transformation which contracts or expands the entire 

interval proportionately. By such a transformation, 

mahe et* in the interval (0, 1) "become é%c in the 

interval (l/2‘ , 1 /Zt'~' ). Designate the sum of the sets 

by A( e, , ,..., ,... ). The set 

A, = A(0, 0,..., 0,...) 

has a derivative of the first order; this derivative 

consists of a single point, the origin. The same point 

is the second derivative of the set 

A ^ — A(A| , A | A, ,.«•), 

and in general is the nth derivative of the set 

A = A( A ot, — t -i 
9 

The set, 

1 uj ~ A( A , , A £ A^ 

has existing derivatives of all finite orders. Then, 

by section 6, the wth derivative exists for this set; 

it consists of the origin. We may continue thus for the 

set 

and so on. 

<V + I = A( A, A 
ÙO 

8. Y.e have constructed sets having derivatives 
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of all finite orders, E'vt>, and derivatives which we 

denote by E*** , EM>*’/, E^2, and so on. These derivatives 

are all distinct, for "by construction none of them 

is perfect. So far, the superscripts have served merely 

as symbols to designate the different derivatives 

of the same set. Turning "back to the set E, we propose 

to define now the set of derivatives of E. We shall 

show that this set is indeed a sequence and that the 

same sequence of superscripts, called transfinite 

numbers, may he used for any set whatever whose derivatives 

are considered. 

Definition 1: Given two derivatives E** and E S 

of (& 
of E, vie say that E comes before E and E comes 
e< ft 

after E in the set of derivatives if E is contained 

in E* . 

Definition 2; If a derivative set contains an 

infinitude of points, then its derivative, which exists, 

is the first derivative after it in the set of 

dérivâtives. 

Definition 3: Given a finite of denumerable subset 

of defined derivatives all existing, the first derivative 

not standing before any of them in the set of derivatives 

is the closed set common to all of them. 
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Coroilary: Before any derivative in the set there 

is at mo^t a denumerable set of derivatives. 

For in defining the rani: of a derivative, only 

finite and denumerably infinite sets of previously 

defined derivatives are used. 

The existence of the closed set of Definition 3 

may he established as follows, let 

‘ * * * * 

he a subset of defined derivatives. Remove from this sub¬ 

set all those derivatives which contain E,. let F 

be the first remaining term after E,. IText, remove 

all those containing F,. , and let G3 be the first 

remaining term after F^ . Continuing thus, we obtain 

a subset 

Ej , F^ , G ^ »••• 

each term of which contains all the following terms. 

Then by the theorem of section 6, there exists a closed 

set which is common to all the thrms of this set of 

derivatives, and a fortiori of the set 

® I » ® i »■ ■ ■ i » • • • 

9. With these definitions, we now may give the 

construction of the set, which we shall show to be a 
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sequence, of derivatives of any set E. The first term 

is E* , the derivative of E. The second is the derivative 

E ^ of E' , and so on; "by Definition 2, then, we define 

the set of finite derivatives, 

E' , E** ,..., E~\... 

l/e next define Ew "by Definition 3. Then 
M+t 

X-i ÿ üi 9 • ♦ • 

are obtained "by Definition 2, and so on. 

In general, if a denumerable infinitude of derivatives 

has been defined, then by our definitions the next 

derivative is uniquely determined. 

It is obvious that if two denumerable subsets, 

E E » • • • » E 

and 

E < 
• » t 

OC » ct / 
are given such that after each E v there is an E J 

and reciprocally, then the two sets define the same 

derivative. For if the sets define E and E respectively 

and if E* comes before E04 , then E* comes before 
<* • 

some E J , which in turn comes before some E ‘ . 

Since no E comes after E^" , a contradiction has 

been established 
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10. Let us write the set thus constructed as 

E * , E1 
9 • « • 9 E 9 • • • 9 E to 

9 • * • 9 i-J 9 • • • 

This set possesses the four properties of section 4. 

Properties (a) and (h) follow immediately from Definition 1. 

ITote for the latter property that is contained in 

is a transitive relation. To prove that property (c) 

holds, consider a subset P. Either P contains E' or 

it does not. In the first case, E1 is the initial element 

of P. Otherwise, there exist elements "before every 

element of P. By the Corollary of section 8, the set 

of these preceding derivatives is denumerable, and 

therefore, "by the existence proof of section 8, these 

preceding sets contain a common set. This common set 

either is the last of the preceding derivatives or 

is not contained among them. In these two cases respec¬ 

tively, the initial element of P is the derivative 

of the common set or is the common set itself. 

Finally, property (d) is expressed by the Corollary 

of section 8. Hence, the defined set of derivatives 

forms a sequence. 

3.—Transfinite numbers. 

11. Consider a set S of elements for which it is 

possible to define the words before and after in such 
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a way that the set satisfies the properties (a), (b), 

(c), and (d); that is, the set S is 

(A) Well ordered; 

(E) Such that "before any one of its elements there 

is at most a denumerable infinitude of -elements. 

4 
Thus there is an initial element of any subset^S, 

and of any two elements m and n of S, m stands either 

before n or after n. We say then that every element 

of S has a rant in the set. We define this rank as 

a finite or transfinite number. 

For example, let s, be the initial element of 

S. The rank of s, is the finite number 1. If s, is 

removed from S, the remaining set has an initial element 

sx whose rank in.the original set is 2, and so on. 

Any element which might be reached by this step by 

step process is said to have a finite rank, and this 

rank is called a finite number. Removing all elements of 

finite rank, we obtain a set whose initial element is-' 

So, , with rank the first transfinite number <o . By 

removing Sy, , we come to s^*, \9rh0se rank is “>+ 1, and 

so on. The process ends, of course, when all the elements 

of S have been removed. The set* S is called a sequence 

of elements. 
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12. The finite positive integers are said to 

constitute the first class of ordinal numbers and 

the transfinite numbers which are defined as the ranks 

of elements of sequences to constitute the second class. 

In these lectures, we shall deal with transfinite numbers 

which constitute the second class only, and shall refer 

to members of this class simply as transfinite numbers. 

We wish to show that this notion of rank, or 

of transfinite number, is a thoroughly precise one. 

For this, we shall prove the following theorem: 

Given two sequences S and T, there is one and 

only one correspondence which relates all the elements 

of one of them with the elements of a segment of the 

other in a one-to-one reciprocal manner such that the 

relative order of corresponding elements be preserved. 

That is, if s stands before s1 in S, then the some 

is true of the corresponding elements t and t1 of T, 

and conversely. A segment of a sequence is defined to 

be the subsequence composed of all the elements of 

rank lower than that of some given element c* of the 

sequence. We call <X. the order-type of the segment. 

For such a correspondence, we must relate the 

first element of S with the first of T, then the second 
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wit h the second, and. so on for every element of finite 

rank. In general, if this natural correspondence exists 

"between a denumerable infinitude of elements 

S| , S/Vv> , •.. 

of S and 

^ i » JJ » • • • » » • • • 

of T, then it is uniquely determined for the first 

elements, s’ and t’, standing after these two sequences. 

This correspondence exists for all the elements of S 

or T or "both. For otherwise there would "be initial 

elements s and t in the two sequences for which the 

correspondence is not uninuely determined. There can 

"be no more than a denumerable infinitude of elements 

before s and t. Then s and t correspond to each other, 

and we thus obtain a contradiction. 

As in the case of finite numbers, we say that 

corresponding elements in S and T have the same rank. 

We have thus proved that transfinite numbers are indepen¬ 

dent of the individual sequences which define them. 

13. If the sequences S and T are both exhausted 

by the above correspondence, we say that the sequences 

are similar. Then each set defines all the transfinite 

numbers which are defined by the other. Eut if one 

of them, say S, corresponds to only .a segment T1 which 
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is not nil of T, then T defines more numbers than S. 

These numbers stand after all those defined by the 

sequence S; it follows that S is denumerable. Similarly, 

any sequence defining less than all the transfinite 

numbers must be denumerable. 

Presuming that the sequence S0 defining all the 

transfinite numbers exists, then S„ must be non-denumerable. 

For otherwise we should be able to add to a new 

element e which by definition would come after all the 

elements of So . The sequence S0 + e would satisfy 

conditions (A) and (B) and so would define a new trans¬ 

finite number, contrary to hypothesis. 

For Sc to define all the transfinite numbers, 

it is also sufficient that S0 be non-denumerable. 

For if S0 , being non-denumerable, did not define all 

the transfinite numbers, then we could find a trans¬ 

finite number coming after all those defined by S,, ; 

but this is impossible, for before any transfinite 

number there can be at most a denumerable infinitude 

of transfinite numbers. Hence the condition is both 

necessary and sufficient. 
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14. Bre have shown that the sequence S0 defining 

all the transfinite numbers has the following properties 

if it exists: 

(A) The sequence S0 is well ordered. 

(B) Before any one of the elements of S0 there 

is at most a denumerable infinitude of elements of S„ . 

(C) The sequence S0 contains a non-denumerable 

infinitude of elements. 

It is interesting to compare these properties 

with those of s„ , the sequence of all finite numbers: 

(A1 ) The sequence se is well ordered. 

(B1 ) Before any one of the elements of s0 there 

is at most a finite number of elements of s„ . 

( CT) The sequence s0 contains a denumerable 

infinitude of elements. 

Thus the analogy between sc and S0 is complete. 

We have only to interchange finite and denumerable, 

and denumerable and non-denumerable, to obtain an 

expression of the properties of one of them from the 

expression of those of the other. 
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ITote that the sequence sc obviously exists, for 

it might tr- defined by the sequence 

(2 - IV2, (2* - D/2’',..., (2W - l)/2~\... 
« 

The case of Sc is much more difficult. 

Editors note. An interesting continuation of the 

above analogy might be made. Consider a well ordered 

set A satisfying the following conditions: 

(B) Before any one of the elements of A there 

is at most a (b) of elements of A. 

(C) The sequence A contains a (c) of elements. 

Substitute here for (b) and (c) in accord with 

the following table: 

(D) (c) 

I. nullity nullity 

II. nullity finite number 

Ill . finite number finite number 

IV. finite number denumerable infinitude 

V. denumerable infinitude denumerable infinitude 

VI. denumerable infinitude set with next power after 

that of denumerable sets. 
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ITote in this table that a definite order is followed, 
# 

namely that in both (b) and (e) each item appears 

twice consecutively (except at the ends of the table, 

where the item might appear just once), that the sets 

increase regularly in complexity of power, and that the 

sequence in (c) is one step ahead of that in (b). 

These well ordered sets A define the following 

more and more extensive classes of numbers: 

I. Zero 

II. One 

III. Some finite numbers 

IV. All finite numbers 

V. Some transfinite numbers 

VI. All transfinite numbers. 

This affords us a regular process of defining new 

classes of well ordered sets before we know actually 

whether or not these sets exist. For instance, the 

seventh entry in the table would be 

(b) (c) 

VII. set with next power after set with next power after 

that of denumerable sets that of denumerable sets, 

and would define 
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VII. Some numbers of a third class of ordinal numbers. 

However, a consideration of such numbers does not 

appear to be fruitful at present, for we are too little 

able to use the power which defines them. V/e are able 

to deal effectively with numbers of the second class, 

for these numbers are denumerable. (End of editor’s note.) 

15. The question arises as to how far we may go 

in defining transfinite numbers by means of existing 

sequences. In discussing this, we shall use again the 

sequences which previously have been considered. 

The sequence of points, 

(2 - l)/2, (2% - l)/2?  (2~~- l)/2<*° 1, 

defines to as the rank of the point 1. 17e may male 

a homothetie transformation of the set S» to the interval 

(0, 1/2). If now v/e add the point 1 to the sequence, we 

obtain a sequence S*,,., for which the rank of the point 

1 is **> + 1. Continuing thus, v/e obtain a sequence 

which defines the rank of the point 1 as + n 

for any given finite n. This sort of transformation 

will not yield a sequence defining •«> + u> , or 2 u> , 

for us is not immediately preceded by any number. 

Hence, we must construct a new sequence, and we do 
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this as follows: By a honothetic transformation, we place 

the sequence S« in the interval 0 < x < 1/2, the 

sequence Sw+, in the interval 1/2 < x < ( 2V - l)/2"*’ , 

and in general the sequence So,+-«> in the interval 

(2~ - l)/2~° < x < 1)/Z~~\ 

The set comprised of the points of all these sets 

satisfies conditions (A) and (B). Then is a sequence 

defining even more numbers than 2<o . In generaJL, if we 

have ohtàinéd a sequence defining the transfinite 

number ©t as the rank of the point 1, then by the 

first transformation ve can obtain a sequence S*+/ 

defining + 1 as the rank of the point 1; and if 

we have sequences, 

See, » s o«v , • « • , ,... , 

defining respectively 

<*, < otv < , . .< OU«< . . . 
as the rank of the point 1, then by the second trans¬ 

formation we obtain a sequence defining numbers which 

stand after all the OL. 

This example shuws that we can go as far as we 

please in finding sequences defining more and more 

transfinite numbers, but it has not led to a sequence 

S o defining all the transfinite numbers. In fact, 



it is obvious that there does not exist a well ordered, 

noi-denumerable linear set of points such that to the 

left of each point of the set there is only a denumerable 

set of the points, for every point would have to be 

the left-hand end-point of an interval of finite length, 

and even on an infinite axis there can be only a denum¬ 

erable seb of non-overlapping intervals of length 

greater than 1/n. Hence, the set would be denumerable, 

contrary to hypothesis. 

Again, we have constructed se^s of points 

A ( » A a . , A^ , • • , Ajy , » • • • 

whose last existing derivatives have respectively the 

ranks 

1, , .. », n,... , ^ *ï* 1, • • # 

If we already have found the set A^ whose last derivative 

has the rank c( , then the last derivative of the set 

Ag^f = A( A# , A «(,•••, Ag( ,... ) 

has the rank of + 1; and if we have found 

A o', » A ^ A > • • • 

whose last derivatives are respectively of rank 

then the last derivative of the set 
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h,?,s as ranh the first transfinite number standing 

after all the <3iv . 
/H/ 

We arrive at the same conclusion as before, that 

we can go as fan as we please in finding sequences 

defining more and more transfinite numbers, but we 

have not been led to a sequence So defining' all the 

transfinite numbers. In fact, as we shall prove later 

on, there cannot exist a set having a non-denumerable 

set of derivatives none of which is perfect. 

16. Cantor, and later Lebesgue, ha.ve proved the 

existence of sequences S reaching every transfinite 

number, but to do so have assumed the existence of 

all the transfinite numbers. They reasoned that if there 

are transfinite numbers for which there are nu defining 

sectuenees, then amongst these there is a first. But then 

by one or the other of the methods of the preceding 

section we can find a sequence defining this first 

undefined transfinite number. Thus the reductio ad 

absurdura proves the proposition, but utilizes an 

undesirable assumption 



17. Y/e shall prove the existence of* Sol 

V/e have shown already that there exist senuences 

S* satisfying conditions (A) and (B). A transfinite 

number is said to exist if it is defined hy an existing 

sequence. Consider the set S of all existing transfinite 

numbers. 

(A) The set S is well ordered. Bet , (3 , 

and Ÿ he any three elements of S, and let S„ , , 

and 3y he respectively sequences defining them. Y/e 

have shown that one of them, say SK , contains segments 

similar to the other two sequences S« and S/3 • Then 

we know that 

oi < fl or (3 < , 

and that if 

d < (3 and (3< y , 

thon «l < Y , Thus, according to section 12, we have 

defined the words before and after uniquely for elements 

of the set S. Further, every subsequence s of S contains 

an initial element. For let (3 he an element of the 

subsequence: a sequence defining (3 also defines 

all the transfinite numbers standing before (3 ; we 

know then that the subsequence has an initial element. 

(B) Before any element (3 of S there is at most 
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a denumerable infinitude of elerexits of S, for the 

s-'me is true of any sequence which defines (3 . 

Then the sequence S is itself one of those which 

exist satisfying conditions (A) and (B). The existence 

of this sequence is not then a logical assumption; 

it is a consequence of the existence of sequences 

eech of which defines some of the transfinite numbers. 

(C) Then S must be non-denunerable, for otherwise 

^e might add another element e to S so that è would 

come, by definition, after all the elements of S. The 

sequence S + e would satisfy conditions (A) and (B) 

and would define a rank for e. This rank would have 

both to be and not to be in the sequence S; consequently, 

we have est-bliched a contradiction. 

Hence, according to sections 13 and 14, the sequence 

S is the sequence Se , so that the transfinite numbers 

s*!! e^>.1 st. 

4.—Transfinite induction. 

18. For finite induction, we say that if (1) 

a property holds for the number 1, and if (B) the assumption 

tha,t it holds for the finite number n (or, what is the 
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same tiling, for all the finite numbers "before n + 1) 

is sufficient to prove that it holds for n + 1, then 

the property holds for all the finite numbers. For if 

there are finite numbers for which it is untrue, then, 

since the finite numbers are well ordered, there is a 

fi~'st, say n0 +1, for which it is untrue. But then 

it is true for nc (and for all the finite numbers 

before n0 + 1), and so for n„ +1; thus we have 

established a contradiction. 

Similarly, for transfinite induction, we say that 

if (1) a property holds for the number 1, and if (2) 

the assumption that it holds for all numbers less than 

c* is sufficient to prove that it holds for «V , where <=< 

is any finite or transfinite number, then the property 

holds for all transfinite numbers. For if there are 

numbers for which the property is untrue, then, since 

the transfinite numbers are well ordered, there is a 

first, say (3 , for which it is untrue. But then it 

is true for all numbers less than (3 , and so for ft ; 

and thus we have established a contradiction. 

ITote that the difference between the two Icinds of 

induction is due to the fact that there are two species 

of transfinite numbers: a number is said to be of the 
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first snecies if it is immediately preceded by another 

number, and otherwise is said to he of the second 

species. Obviously, all the finite numbers are of the 

first species. In transfinite induction, separate 

treatments are usually given for numbers of the two 

different species: we chow that (1) the property holds 

for the number 1, that (2a) if is of the first 

species, then the assumption that the property holds 

for - 1 is sufficient to prove that it holds for or , 

and finally that (2b) if o( is of the second species, 

then the assumption that the property holds for each 

member of a subsequence defining °< as the first 

transfinite number standing after all those of the 

subsequence is sufficient to prove that it holds for . 

5.—The Cantor-Bendixson Theorem. 

19. To complete the work of section lb,we ask our¬ 

selves: Can a linear set E exist such that its sequence 

S of derivatives'represents fic? 

The set E,-l if fers from the set Eaonly in that there 

are points of E1 isolated with respect to E*which are 

nob points of E* V/e can isolate each of these p dnts 

in an open interval containing only one point of E*. 
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The stun of the lengths of these intervals is at most twice 

the length of the interval (a, b) which contains the set 

E . Even if the set E extends over the infinite line, 

the set of intervals atout the isolated points of E' is 

den&umerable, for there is at most a denvumerable infin¬ 

itude of such intervals of length greater than 1/n. 

Hence, the points of El which are not contained in E*" 

form a deneumerable set. The same argument holds for 

the points of E* not contained in E^^for any finite 

or transfinite *, and in particular for the points of 

E not contained in E1. It follows that if there is a 

finite or a transfinite derivative of E which is empty, 

then the set E is denumerable. Such a set is said to be 

0 
reducible. Obviously, if E is the first empty deriva¬ 

tive of E, then (3 is not of the second species.' 

If a set is not reducible, there appears, a priori, 

to be two possibilities: either the set h^s a derivative 

which is perfect, in which case the first derivative which 

is perfect eoinsides with all the subsequent derivatives, 
i 

so that v:e must end the defining sequence with this 

term, or the set has no derivative which is perfect, 

in which case each derivative is distinct from all the 

rest, and S represents Sç. We shall show that this last 

alternative is impossible. 
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ün the intervrOL (a, b), or on the infinite line, 

containing the set E, let p he a point not of E*. The 

longest interval about p not containing any point of E/ 

in its interior is said to he contiguous to E*. The 

set of all the intervals contiguous to E* obviously 

is denumerable, let ( a/ , b7, ), ( ai, b^),... , 

of lengths î! , Si »... respectively, be the contiguous 

intervals of E*. In general, every contiguous interval 

of E*’*' contains at least one contiguous interval of E* . 

Designate by ( a j , b ) the contiguous interval of 

E**' which contains (a* , b* ). Designate the lengths 

of these intervals by S***and respectively, and let 

1* „ f* J-i — vc • 

A given 1^ might he null; hut for a given c< ther^ is 
C* a* 

at least one 1,. which is not null, since E differs 
trig «?,-*?) 

from E . For i fixed, the do not overlap, so 

that there can be only a denumerable infinitude of 

c*. 
non-vanishing lt- 

1 s, according to the discussion in 

the first part of section 15. This holds for all values 
« 

of i; for each o< there is at least one lt* which is 

not null: hence, the sequence S of derivatives of E 

is denumerable, and so cannot represent the sequence Sa . 

SO. We have thus proved that every set of points 
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has a derivative which Is either empty or perfect. 

It follows immediately that every closed set 

of points E is composed of a denumerable set I) and 

a perfect set P: 

E = D + P. 

Of course, D might he finite, and either I) or P might 

fail to exist. 

ITote that a denumerable set is not necessarily 

reducible; for example, the set of rational numbers 

is such a set. But a closed denumerable set is 

reducible, it is well known that a perfect set is lion- 

denumerable and has the power of the continuum. 

In section lrJ, we have not used the fact that 

the sequence of sets consists of the derivatives of E. 

In fact, we have proved the more general theorem: 

Every sequence of closed sets, each differing from 

and including ^11 those which follow it is the sequence, 

is finite or denumerable. 

21. We cannot obtain all the above results without 

using transfinite induction, but we can show that 

E = D + P. 

If fie set E* is denumerable, the theorem is immediate, 



sc wo assume the contrary. Then E* contains at least 

one point of condensation p; that is, E* contains 

a point p in every neighborhood of which there is a 

non-denumerahle infinitude of points of E*. This follows 

immediately from an application of the Vfeierstrass 

process of closing in on such a point. A point of 

condensation cannot he isolated in the set of points 

of condensation. For if p were so isolated, n could 

he chosen so that in the interval (p - 1/n, p + 1/n) 

there would he hut one point of condensation, namely p. 

Then each of the dentr erahle set of intervals 

(p - 1/n, p - l/(n + 1)), 

(p + l/(n + 1), p + 1/n), 

(p - l/(n + 1), p - l/(n + 2)), 

(p + l/(n + 2), p + l/(n + 1)),... 

would contain at most a denumerable infinitude of points, 

and in a neighborhood of p there would he at most a 

denumerable infinitude of points of the set, contrary 

to hypothesis. Also, the set of points of condensation 

obviously is closed. It follows that the set P of 

points of condensation is perfect. There can he at 

most a denumerable infinitude of intervals contiguous 

to P, and in each of these intervals there can he at 

most a denumerable infinitude of points of E. Then 

the set of points of E which are not points of P is 
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denumerable. Finally, then, 

E = D + P. 

22. A comparison of these two methods of proof 

impresses ns with two facts. First, we learn more about 

P hy the former method than hy the latter, for we 

learn that P is one of the derivatives of E. And secondly, 

while we are assured hy the second method that the theorem 

is true, yet unless we are able to determine the points 

of condensation of E, we are unahle hy this method 

effectively to split up the set E into its components 

3) and P; the former method affords us a regular process 

of making this division. We therefore prove the Cantor- 

15 endixson theorem 

E - -D + P 

hy either method, hut hy the first process only do 

we solve the Cantor-Bendixson problem of finding a 

regular process of separating E into its components 

I) and P. The transfinite induction often not only 

provides the demonstration of a result, hut also, as 

we shall see in the sequel, gives a valuable regular 

process of attaining the result. 
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6.—Integration, 

23. At the time of Newton and Leibnitz, continuous 

functions were considered to "be the only true functions. 

All these were thought to he expressible analytically 

by the simple arithmetical, trigonomettic, and exponential 

operations; the converse also was held to be true. 

Even such a geometric relation as the area S(x) inclosed 

by a curve, a pair of ordinates, and the x-axis, was 

not considered to be a true function unless it could 

be given stich an analytic expression as was described 

above. 

A curve composed of a series of adjoining arcs 

of curves representing true functions was also considered 

at that time. This curve was held to represent not a 

true function, but a function composed of parts of true 

functions. 

Fourier showed, however, that trigonometric series 

could represent both continuous and discontinuous 

functions, so that the criterion for the discrimination 

between true and untrue functions disappeared. Thus it 

became necessary either to restrict the operations 

defining true functions, or to extend the notion of 
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true functions. Indeed, Cauchy pointed out that not 

even the simple operations always yield true functions. 

For if y = ï for x positive, and y ** - x for x negative, 

then y is not a true function of x, for it is composed 

of parts of different functions; yet y may he expressed 

analytically as one function, namely, y « + Jx*' . 

Cauchy thereupon gave the definition which has become 

classical and which is universally used: If to every 

value of x there corresponds a perfectly well determined 

value of y, then y is a function of x. Cauchy still 

had in mind the analytic functions, though his definition 

was independent of them; this matter was later cleared 

up more fully by Riemann. 

Cauchy also gave the definition of continuous 

functions which has become classical: A function f(x) 

is continuous for x « xc if for any given positive e 

there exists a positive number & such that 

| f(x0 + h) - f(xc) | < e 

when |h| < $ ; the function is continuous in an interval 

(a, b) if it is continuous for all points of (a, b), 

24. Integration was first introduced into mathematics 

as the converse operation of differentiation. It was 

the operation which solved the problem: To find the 
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primitive function F(x) which admits as derivative 

a given function f(x). 

There are ah infinite number of solutions of this 

problem whenever there is one solution, for the solutions 

differ by an arbitrary additive constant. And they 

can differ by no more than an additive constant. It 

is sufficient, then, to determine only one such 

solution.- 

25. Let f(x) be a continuous function in'the 

interval (a, 2). Livide (a» X) into partial intervals 

by the points 

where a. < x. < a.*, approaches a definite limit S(X) 

as n increases in such a way that the maximum at- - a 

approaches zero. S(X) is designated by the symbol 

a = ^ a|< a^< ,.. 

It can be shown that the sum 

< a «= X. 

S^(X) = f (a. a. 
# 
)f(xt. ) 

X f(x) dx 

By definition, 

x 
0 

Evidently, 
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«w jp 
X f( x) dx + x_ f(x) dx » X f( x) dx •v>*v VHV 

for any m, n, p in (a, X). 

Let L and 1 be the upper and lower limits respectively 

of f(x) in (a, X). Then the value of 

X 
X f(x) dx 

lies between 1(X - a) and 1(X - a); and since, in 

(a, X), f(x) takes on every value between 1 and L, 

we obtain the result that 

X * 
X f(x) dx » (X - a) f(f ), 

where a < £ < X. Hence, 
S(*?-,.t. h). | f(x) dx » f(x0 + ffh), 

where 0 < ^ < 1. This last equation shows that S(x) 

is a continuous function of x and that the derivative 

of S(x) is f(x). 

The function 

* <% 

S(x) + K = X f(t) dt + K = X f(t) dt + K. a F(x), 
^ I 

where m is any point in the interval over which f(x) 

is defined, is called the indefinite integral of f(x). 

The indefinite integral F(x) is then the most general 
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function satisfying 

pCrf) - F=(z) ~ 

for all c and d in the interval over which f(x) is 

defined. 

We see then that primitive functions exist for 

any continuous function, and indeed that the primitive 

functions and the indefinite integral are identical. 

26. After the notion of the indefinite integral 

had "been considered, the need of dealing with discontinuous 

integrands "became apparent. Such a need occurs, for 

instance, in the calculation of the area "between a 

curve and its asymptote, or in the calculation of 

the coefficients in trigonometric series. The identity 

"between the indefinite integral and the primitive 

functions of a continuous function has "been extended 

to define the indefinite integral of discontinuous 

functions. Thus the only continuous function which 

has 

fM * ik , * * ° 
as its derivative is 

F (?) - -f V*1 t- K j i-o. 



Y/e define the indefinite integral of f(x) to he F(x) 

throughout any interval (e, d) whatsoever -in which 

the funotion is dtfflmgflt, and write 

FM - F(*> = ^ 

In general, we have Cauchy's definition: If f(x) 

is continuous in the interval (a, h), except at the 

point m, and if the Integrals 

approach definite limits as the positive quantity h 

approaches zero, then ty definition 

for any (c, d) in (a, h), and that F(x) is a continuous 

function of x in (a, h); we know, besides, that F(x) 

is uniquely determined except for an arbitrary additive 

constant. 

The above definition still holds if the interval 

(a, b) contains any finite number of discontinuities 

L SL*A * 
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of f(x), for then (a, h) can he broken up into a finite 

number of sub-intervals each of which contains only 

one point of discontinuity of f(x). If Cauchy*s 

definition applies to each of these intervals, then- 

the integral over (a, b) is the sum of the integrals over 

these sub-intervals. 

27. LeJeune-birichlet extended this definition 

of the integral a bit farther. He considered a function 

f(x) where the set e of points of discontinuity of 

f(x) is infinite in (a, b), but where the derivative 

set e* of e is finite. The points of e* divide (a, b) 

into sub-intervals; let (xt- , xt>,) be one of these. 

In (x/+h, x -h), where 0< h < ■ there ia at 

most a finite number of points of discontinuity of f(x). 

If Cauchy*s definition does not apply to this interval, 

we say that f(x) is not intégrable in (a, b). If Cauchy's 

definition applies, consider the integral 

S . f(x)dx 

aii^iet h approach zero. If the integral does not approach 

a definite limit, we say again that f(x) is not inté¬ 

grable in (a, b); otherwise, we write 
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If this applies to all such intervals (xt* , x^,) 

in (a, b), then the integral over the interval (a, b) 

is taken to be the sum of the integrals over the sub¬ 

intervals. see again that the indefinite integral 

is a continuous function of x in (a, b), and is unique 

with an arbitrary additive constant exception; further, 

for any (e, d) in (a, b). 

28. We thus are led to the general definition: 

A function f(x) has an integral in the interval (a, b) 

if there exists in (a, b) a continuous function F(x), 

unique except for an arbitrary additive constant, such 

that 

for (ot d) in any sub-interval of (a, b) in which 

f(x) is continuous. F(x) is the indefinite integral 

of f(x); we define the definite integral as 

-bK 

r(^) ~ F(*) = 

In order that this definition be applicable, 
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it is necessary first that a function F(x), continuous 

in (a, b), exist satisfying equation (1) for (c, d) 

in any interval of (a, h) in which f(x) is continuous. 

Assuming that this is true, we wish to determine the 

necessary and sufficient condition which the set 

must satisfy in order that the remaining condition 

of the definition hold: namely, that F(x) he uniquely 

determined except for an arbitrary additive constant. 

29. We shall use the transfinite induction to show 
» 

that the sufficient condition that F(x) he uniquely 

determined except for an arbitrary additive constant 

is that the set E he reducible. 

This set obviously is closed, let 

be the sequence of derivatives of E. If (c, d) is 

one of the contiguous intervals of E1, then in 

(c + k, d - h), for 0 < h< (c + d)/2, there are at 

most a finite number of points of E, say 

E * e + eT 

P 

Then 

Since F(x) is continuous, the left-hand member of this 
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equation approaches a definite limit as k approaches 

zero, so that the right-hand member approaches the same 

limit. Summing, 

This is the Cauchy case, and we know that F(x) is 

uniquely determined with an arbitrary additive constant 

exception in (c + h, d - h). Since F(x) is continuous, 

we can again take limits, getting 

with F(x) determined with an arbitrary additive constant 

exception in every contiguous interval (c, d) of E1. 

Incidentally, if E' contains but a finite number of 

points, the integral over (a, b) is the sum of the 

integrals over the contiguous intervals, and we have 

the Eirichlet ease; we have shown, then, that our 

definition implies those of Cauchy and Diriehlet. 

In general, let us suppose that the integral has 

been defined and that F(x) has been uniquely determined 

with an arbitrary additive constant exception in the 

F(*~) - F(-r.J =4, /°° 

and immediately 
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contiguous intervals of all the derivatives standing 

before Ey . If (c, d) is a contiguous interval of Ey , 

and if V is of the first species, then in (c + h, d - h) 
Y~1 

there are at most a finite number of points of E , 

so that our definition holds in this interval. Also, 

since F(x) is continuous, it holds in the entire interval 

(c, d). If V is of the second species, then in 

(c + h, d - h) there are at most a finite number of 

points of some EV° for Y* < / . Otherwise, in this 

interval there would be points of every derivative 

standing before E* , and therefore there would be 

at least one point of Ey , contrary to the fact that 

(c + h, d - h) is interior to a contiguous interval 

of E^ . Then our definition holds in (c + h, d - h), 

no matter how small h be chosen. Since F(x) is continuous, 

the definition holds in the entire interval (e, d). 

The induction- is complete and the definition 

holds in the contiguous intervals of every existing 

derivative of E. We thus get a sufficient condition 

for F(x) to be uniquely determined except for an 

arbitrary additive constant: it is sufficient for the 

last dérivâtlve P of E to be empty, or,what is the same 

thing, for the set E to be reducible. For then, P 

being necessarily of the first species, there are 
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in Ca, b) only a finite number of points of the derivative 

standing immediately before P, so that the definition 

holds in (a, b). 

30. We can prove that the above condition also 

is necessary. Assume the contrary, that E is not reducible. 

We know that 

E = 3) + P. 

In the first place, it is necessary that P be not dense 

in any interval of (a, b), for in such an interval P(x) 

would not be determined, and so would not be unique in 

(a, b). If a is not a point of P, let be the contig¬ 

uous interval of P in (a, b) which abuts upon a; let cQ_ 

bear the same relation to b. The remaining contiguous 

intervals of P form a denumerable set. Designate these 

intervals by 

S) > » • • • » » • • • 

We define the continuous function 0(x) as follows: 

0( a) » 0; 

0(x) = 0, x in ; 

0(fc) « 1; 

0(x) = 1, x in </^ ; 

0(x) = 1/2, z in ; 

0(x) = (0 + l/2)/2 = 1/4, x in <ft , if /•*. lies between 

a and <T, ; 
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0(x) » (1/2 + 1)/E = 3/4, x in , if S^ lies between 
/, and b, In general, if we have defined 0(x) = <v , 

x in <ft. , for all i < n, then we define 0(x) ® ^ + ^JL )/2, 

x in cCv , where, amongst all the <Tt- , i < n, £& is 

the nearest on the left to cC, and <Q is the nearest 

on the right to <C,. Every point of P is the limit 

of a sequence of points of certain of the Sc ’ s; and if 

the points of 

Sé+, » <£■„ » • • • » ^ • « • 

have a limit point x#, then obviously 

» • • * * » * • • 

has aAlimit. We define this last limit as p(x0). Now 

0(x) is continuous in (&, b), is not constant in (a, b), 

but is constant in every subrinterval of (a, b) not 

containing points of E. The function 

V (x) = F(x) + 0(x) 

is continuous in (a, b) and satisfies equation (1) 

in every sub-interval of (a, b) in which f(x) is contin¬ 

uous. So F(x) is determined, except for an arbitrary, 

additive constant, only if P is null. It is thus a 

necessary condition, in order that our definition 

be applicable, that the set E be reducible. 

31. We have shown that the necessary and sufficient 

conditions that our definitions be applicable are 
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that the set of -points of discontinuity of f(x) he reduc 

lble and that there exist a function- F(x) continuous 

in (a, b) satisfying (1) in all the sub-intervals 

of (a, b) in which f(x) is continuous. 

It is to be noted that the definition which we 

have adopted does not coven the general Riemann 

integral, for, as is well known, a sufficient condition 

for the existence of the Riemann integral of a "bounded 

function is that E be of zero measure. 

7.—BaireTs Theorem. 

32. Consider a sequence of continuous functions, 

defined in the interval (a, b) and having a unique 

limit function f(x), which we suppose to be bound. 

A sufficient condition that f(x,) be continuous is that 

the convergence of ff^(x)}be uniform; for then, given e, 
n„ can be determined so that for all n > na and for all 

xD and x, in (a, b) 

Also, an interval (x0 - h, x0 + h) can be determined 

about x0 so that for all x( in this interval 

f,(x), f^(x) > * • • 9 
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Hence, the desired result follows: 

| /w,) - /(*.) \ < e. 

Indeed, Arzelà gave the necessary and sufficient 

conditions that f(x) should he continuous. They are: 

(1) Given C and given any large N, it is possible 

to find NT > N such that, for every x in (a, b), n 

can he found, N < n < N1 , such that 

IJLM - /Ml <è- 
(2) It is possible to find h such that for every 

x* in (x - h, x + h), 

| M \ < e. 

Baire proposed to determine the necessary and r 

sufficient condition which a function f(x) must fulfill 

in order to he the limit of a sequence of continuous 

functions. In his thesis, published in Annali di Matematica, 

1899, he showed this condition to he that f(x) must 

he punctually discontinuous on every perfect set in 

(a, h). This was the first time that the transfinite 

induction had been applied to analysis, so that Baire1s 

work was important not only because of the actual 
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re suit s which were obtained but also because of the 

new research method which was presented. Many applications 

of this method have been made: Baire himself applied 

it to the theory of differential equations, and in 

doing so he opened the way for Lebesgue, Frechet, 

Montel, and other brilliant mathematicians. Recently, 

Denjoy used this method to solve completely the problem 

of primitive functions. 

33. In this section we shall prove the necessity 

of Baire’s condition: If f(x) is the limit of a sequence 

ff,«.(flL)^of continuous functions in (a, b), then f(%) 

is punctually discontinuous of every perfect set in (a, b). 

We say that f(x) is punctually discontinuous 

on the perfect set E in (a, b) if in any sub-interval 

of (a, b) containing in its interior points of E there 

are points of E where f(x) is continuous if considered 

as a function defined only on the set E. 

Since f(x) is the limit of the sequence [f^ac)^» 

we know that for a given point in (a, b), given e , 

n0 can be determined such that, for all n > n^, and 

for all positive integers p, 

1/-W < é, 
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and 

I /„.(*.) - /(*')! $ £■ 

Given E, any perfect set whatsoever in (a, b), 

be the set of points of E where 

let E 
^^3 

Ml * 
we write 

£ ' 

e^- 

The set E^ is empty or closed: if x is the limit 

of a sequence fxt.} of points of E^^ then we can find* 

a small interval about x such that for all xt- in this 

interval 

I /j M ~ 7^’CiC** Î ^ ^ , j - ^ " 
also, 

by hypothesis; adding, 

-£(*)! £ «*a<f 

for all J > 0; hence, 

I - /^&MI * ^ 
so that x is a point of . Now let E^ be the 

set common to E_ , E ,E ,that is, 
*^1 ^ **- 
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- £ £I/~M ~ for all p. 

Then for all points x of E^ , we have also 

I/~M -/Ml & e- 

Obviously, the set E^,, being the product of an infinite 

number of closed sets, is itself empty or closed. 

Since such an inequality as we have used in defining 

E^ holds for all points of E, it follows that E is 

equal to the sum of the E^ . 

Consider now in (a, b) any closed interval I, 

containing points of E. On I, , either E, coincides 

with E or it does not; if it does not, let x, be a 

point of E in 1^ but not a point of E, . As Ef is 

closed, there exists in lf a closed interval I,, with 

center x( not containing points of B, . On 1^ , either 

Ex coincides with E or it does not; if it does not, 

let xv be a point of E in I* but not a point of E . 

About xx there can be placed a closed interval I3 

in I, containing no points of E, , Continuing thus, 

we get a sequence 

1i * »•••» 1^ » 

if this sequence does not end at some definite finite 

value of n, then there exists at least one point x 

of E common to all these intervals shch that x does 
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not belong to any . This is an impossibility; accord¬ 

ingly, we are assured that, for a definite finite i, 

the closed interval 1^ in I is such that E and E^ 

coincide on , As f^(x) is continuous on I^ , it 

is uniformly continuous there; we therefore can find 

in l£ a closed interval i containing points of E 

such that for any points x„ and x , of E in i we have 

I - G' 
Also, since E and Ecoincide on i, 

I/*<■*•> e , j=°'r 

Adding, ^<AC. 

6 3 e 

Now taie a sequence iei'lconverging to zero. In any 

closed interval I of (a, b) containing points of any 

given perfect set E there exists a closed Interval i/ 

containing points of E such that 

//CO -/(%)l 

for all x* and x , of E in i,. Now let i, play the 

role of 1; in i, there is a closed interval iv containing 

points of E such that 

I /Cx0 --fMl ~ 3 
for all xc and xf of E in iz . Continuing thus, 
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we determine a sequence of closed intervals 

i, > i^ > ... > i^> ... 

having at least one point x of £ in common, and at 

this point f(x) is continuous with respect to E. As 

E and I are arbitrary in (a, b), the nedessary condition 

is now established. 

34. To prove the sufficiency of Baire's condition, 

we need a lemma and some definitions. 

Lemma. If given £ t a function f f (x) can be found 

such that 

for all ne in (a, b), and such that ffe (x) is the limit 

of a sequence of continuous functions, then f(x) also 

is the limit of a sequence of continuous functions. 

Given € , consider a convergent series of positive 

numbers, 

c e 

The series 

is uniformly and absolutely convergent because 
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< «w, -hec, 

t' - '> z> —, —.> 

and "because the series 

<yO 

M, (e‘V, + 6‘) 

is convergent. Now 

■ft- co r 

where 0* is continuous; and we can suppose 
f 

/ C-.I.2, —, 

\&i*' \ £ *(+, 
■t- e, 

since 

l/‘+' / <; &c+, + ^ 

<>l 
and since we can "bound the absolute value of cL to 

6. +■ and still have a continuous function. Then the 
* +i * 

function 
. OO . * 

~ fz, 

is continuous "because the series 1 

oO 

c*, * 

is uniformly convergent. Now, € "being given, we can 

choose i so that 

<*/¥ (0 
and 

jr*'| + /^,va/+- < % ou 
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uniformly; we can choose p so large that 

\f-fi i < % 

this gives 

+ /‘-(*+ +Ç+---1-^)1 < 6/3-, 

inequalities (1), (2), and (3) yielâ 

| £LV.) - I < e., 

or 

/(%) = % w ■ r f>- *** 

The lemma is proved. 

35. let f(x) he a general discontinuons function. 

Consider a sequence of intervals, 

i 2, »•••» ^-^v- » • * ♦ » 

whose lengths are respectively 

St >/v lim = 0, 

and whose mid-points are all at , a point in the 

interval (a, h) of definition of f(x). let 

M(f, i, ), M(f, i^ M(f, ij,... 

he the maxima respectively of f(x) in these intervals. 

We have 

M(f, i;) > M(ft i j )> ... > M(f, )>.*.. 
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This last sequence approaches a limit which we call 

the maximum of f(x) at x„ and designate it by M(f, x„ ). 

Similarly, the sequence of minima 

m(f, i, )}< m(f, i a )<...< m(f, i^. ) < ... 

approaches a definite limit, which we call the minimum of 

f(x) at x„ and designate hy m(f, x0 ). By its definition, 

M(f, x) has the property that given and * , an interval 

i can he determined about x0 as center such that, 

for every point in this interval, 

f(x) < M(f, x„ ) + £ 

and 

M(f, i) < M(f, xD ) + £ . 

Now 

M(f, x) < M(f, i), 

for all x in i, so that 

M(f, x) < MCf, x 0 ) + e . 

This is one of the two inequalities which a function 

must satisfy to he continuous; we say that M(f, x) 

is an upper semi-continuous function. At any point 

x, an upper semi-continuous function clearly is equal 

to the maximum of that function at x. Similarly, 

m(f, x) > m(f, x0 ) - e , 

for x in a small enough interval about x0 ; we say that 

m(f, x) is a lower semi-continuous function. 
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Note that 

- m(f, x) < - m(f, xa ) + e t 

so that - m(f, x) is upper semi-continuous. Obviously, 

the sum of two upper semi-continuous functions is an 

upper semi-continuous function; in particular, the 

oscillation of f(x), which we define as 

w(f, x) s M(f, x) - m(f, x), 

is upper semi-continuous. By definition, f(x) is 

continuous at x* if w(f, x, ) » 0, and f(x) is con¬ 

tinuous in an interval if w(f, x) s' 0 throughout that 

interval. 

The set where 

w( f, x)> ^ 

is closed, for if x is the limit of a sequence £x^ 

where 

w(f, x^ ) > ^ , 

then in any interval i about x there are points of the 

sequence \ x^ , so that 

M(w, x) s w(f, x) > . 

Consider now a closed set E. As before, we define 

the maximum, minimum, and oscillation of f(x) on E at 

a point x# of Eî We taJee again a sequence of intervals 

with center x0 , but in determining M, m, and w we 
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now consider in these intervals only those points 

which are also points of E. We designate these quantities 

by 

M(f, E, x0 ), m(f, E, ), and w(f, E, x0 ). 

At an isolated point x, of E, 

M(f, E, x, ) » m(f, E, x, )£ w(f, E, X,) = 0; 

we therefore say that f(x), as a function defined 

only on the set E, is continuous at the point x,. 

Designate the maximum of w(f, E, x) in (a, b) 

by w„ . Now about each point x0 of E there exists 

an interval ifl of length SQ such that 

M(f, E, i0 ) < M(f, E, x0 ) + £/2 

and 

- m(f, E, i. ) < - m(f, E, xt ) + 6/2; 

adding, we get 

w(f, I, i. ) s M(f, E, ie ) - m(f, E, ie ) 

< M(f, E, x0 ) - m(f, E, Xa ) + € , 

whence, 

w(f, E, i0 ) < w0 + e . 

By the Heine-Borel Theorem, the set E can be covered 

by a finite number of such intervals. Hence, given 

€ , ^ can be determined such that in any interval 

1 of length A containing points of E, the oscillation 

is less than wc + €: ; 
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w(f, E, i) < w0 + € . 

In particular, every function which is continuons 

on a closed get E is uniformly continuons on that set; 

for then w0 =0, and consequently 

w(f, E, i) < € . 

36. We proceed to the proof of the sufficiency 

of Baire’s condition. 

Note first that if f(x) is punctually discontinuous 

on every perfect set in (a, t), then it is punctually 

discontinuous on every closed set in (a, h). For let 

there he given a closed interval I containing a point 

x of E. The portion of E contained in I is a closed set 

which either is perfect or has isolated points. In the 

first case, there are points of continuity of E in I, 

hy hypothesis; and in the second case, the function 

is continuous on E at the isolated points of E in I. 

The fact that f(x) is punctually discontinuous 

on every perfect set in (a, h) gives us at once a suggestion 

as to a method of proving that f(x) is the limit of a 

sequence of continuous functions. We know that the set 

of points of continuity is everywhere dense on (a, h), 

and accordingly we must fix our attention on the points 
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of discontinuity, where w(f, x) > 0. Indeed, about a 

point x0 where the oscillation is very small, say 

w(f, x^ ) < /2, there is an Interval i, or {xa - S t x0 + / ), 

for which w(f, i) < ^ ; in this interval, fix) need 

not he continuous, hut it differs hy less than 

from the continuous function 

| M(f, i) + m(f, i) |/E. 

There remain the points where w(f, x) > ^f/2; the set E; 

of these points is closed, as we pointed out in section 

35; and E, is nowhere dense, for the set where w * 0 

is everywhere dense, on (a, h). 

Now we can prove that'in every contiguous interval 

(c, d) of Ey, fix) differs hy less than y from a function 

0(x), where &{x) is the limit of a sequence of contin¬ 

uous functions 0* (x), as follows: let zc he the 
T 

mid-point of (c, d), z + , the mid-point of (z0 , d), 

z_; the mid-point of (c, z0 ), z^t of (z+( , d), and so 

on. In each (z c , zt>,), where - ■=“=>< i < <*> , 

w(f, E#, x) < 3f/2, E = (a, h), 

so that eadh (z, , ) can he divided hy the points 

z. = zf < z'c < ... < Z/'< 
2 w, 

into a finite number nj of suh-intervals in each of 

which 
J J+ « 

w(f, E^, (zt. , zt. )) < . 
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Starting with z# » x* , we can re-cte signâte the end¬ 

points of these sub-intervals, in order, to the right 

and to the left, thus: 

c <.. .<x . , < x... <.. .< x <.. .< x . < x . , <.. .< d. 

In (xt- , x.f| ), we define 

0(x) - jM(f, E„, (xt. , xt>, )) + m(f, B. , (xt. , xfc>l ))] /S. 

Then in this interval 

| f(x) - 0(x) | < ?{ . 

The function f(x) thus is approximated in every 

contiguous interval (c, d) of E( by a function ff(x) 

which is not itself continuous, but which obviously 

is the limit of a sequence of continuous functions. 

For let X be in general one of the points of Ee - E; 

whose distance from E, is greater than or equal to 1/p. 

Every such X lies in a (c, d) and in an (xt- , xt>;). 

Divide (xÉ , xt.+f ) into p ■¥ 1 equal parts. For all the 

X which lie in the first p of these parts, we define 

£ (x) - 0(x). 
t* 

j^(x) thus is defined on a finite number of separate 

intervals exterior to Ef, for there are only a finite 

number of intervals (c, d) > 1/p, and in every such 

(c, d) we consider only a finite number of sub-intervals. 

Presently we shall define each <f>^ (x) as varying linearly 

throughout the portion of E„ - E( on which it has not 
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yet been defined; note, however, that at each point 

x0 of each (c, d), ^ (x) is defined already for some 

first p0 , and that, for all p > po , 

(2p - 0(3C), 

so that 

lim <f> *(x) ■ 0(x) 
^50® 9 

for all X of - E,. 

It is the fact that f(x) is approximated by such 

a 0(x) that led us to the lemma of section 34. The 

theorem will follow from this lemma if we can extend 

the definitions of 0(x) and $>f (x) to the whole interval 

(a, b). This extension may be begun by applying the same 

reasoning to the closed set Ef as we applied to the 

set E* = (a, b). Eow f(x) is punctually discontinuous 

on E,, Just as it was on E^ , so that the set Ea 

of the points of E( where 

w(f, E,, x) > 7/2 

is nowhere dense on E, ; and Ez is closed. As before, 

let (c1 , d* ) be a contiguous interval of Ea . The 

interval (c*, d1 ) can be divided, as was (c, d), into 

the sequence of sub-intervals (zt. , ztV, )» where - «> < i < co , 

and each of these into a finite number of sub-intervals 
J 

(z^ , zt- ), or (xt-, x.,, ), by the points 
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C1 < ... < ( < X_€- < ... < Zc< ... < Xe.< ïtV|< ... < a
1, 

in such a way that 

w(f, E,, (xt- , xt>, )) < -^ » -•»<i<oo. 

For each x of E, in (xt- , xtVl), we define 

0(x) » lM(f, E,, (xt. , xt>, J) + m(f, E,, (xt- ,xt>,))] /E. 

Then, for all such x, 

| f(x) - $*(x) | < 7^. 

How let X he in general one of the points of E, 

whose distance from Ea is > 1/p. Every such X lies 

in a (c1, dT) and in an (xt. , xt>l ). Divide (xt- , xtVi) 

into p + 1 equal parts and define, for all X of E, 

which lie in the first p of these parts, 

4>p (x) - 0(x). 

(x) now is defined on a finite number of closed sets 

exterior to E^ , and, for p large enough, is defined 

at any given x of E, - Ez . Note that the distance 

of the set of closed sets of points for which ^ (x) 

previously has been defined is at least 1/p. Again, we 

later shall define each (x) as varying linearly 

throughout the portion of E t - E4 on which it has 

not yet been defined, so that (x) will be definèd 

and continuous throughout; note, as before, that at 

each point x0 of each (c*, df), $f>0 (x*) is defined 

already for some first p^ , and that, for all p £> po , 
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(X^,) = ^(xj, 

so that 

lim fL (x) = f!(x), 
f>- *> r 

for all x of Ef - . 

In exactly the same manner, we pass to the closed 

set E3 of points of where 

w(f, E2 , x) > 3T/2, 

and so on, either through the entire finite sequence 

E« >E, > > E^ > •.., 

or until we arrive at some E^ which is empty. 

If E^ exists for every finite i, then, as we 

have pointed out, there exists a closed set Ew common 

to all these sets. Note that if a point is in a contig¬ 

uous interval of E^ , then it is in a contiguous 

interval of some first E^ , where k is finite; hence, 

we already have constructed jrf(x) and ^ (x) for points 

in the contiguous intervals of Ew . 

Next we consider the closed set Ew^,of points 

of E,^ where 

w(f, Ew , x) > 'Pi /2. 

In general, if c* is of the second species, and if 

0(x) and (x) have already been defined in the con¬ 

tiguous intervals of every Ev , where Y < ot, then 

we already have defined 0(x) and <f>~ (x) in the contiguous 
f 
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intervals of E« ; and if <K is of the first species, 

then we define these fonctions at the points of 3^,,- E^ 

in exactly the same way as we defined them for the 

points of E& .- E and E, - Ez . Exactly the same 

remarks hold as in these first cases. 

Now each of the sets 

E ^ > E ^ > ... ^ E ^ ^ E^ > ... 

is closed and is not dense on any preceding set. Then 

we know that the sequence has a last existing term, 

say E^ , which is of the first species. is closed 

and not empty, and on it 

w(f, E^, x) < V./2, 

for otherwise E^t, would exist. Every point of (a, h) 

belongs to a last set E^ without belonging to E 

Accordingly, the interval (a, b) is composed of the follow¬ 

ing sets of points on each of which the oscillation 

at every point is < ^/2: 

E* - E,, E, - ET ,.. , E^ - ^u)ti * * * * * ®Q * 

Our final definitions of 0(x) and (x) are 

for the points of the set = E^ - E/3f; , which is 

contained in the contiguous intervals of the empty 

set E<3+,. 

There are only a finite number of the E^ such 
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that there exist closed sets taken from E^ on which. 

<f>po (x) is defined, for a given value p0 of p, because 

the sets from each E^ are at a distance of at least 

l/p0 from the sèts for which ^ (x) already has been 

defined. Farther, since ^ (x) is defined on only a 

finite number of closed sets taken from each E* , it 

follows that ^ (x) is defined on only a finite number 

of closed sets taken from all the Erf together. We 

define 

<t>fo (a) = f(a), ^(b) * *(b). 

The sum of the closed sets on which <f>^o (x) now is 

defined is a closed set; in its contiguous intervals 

(c, d), we define (x) as varying linearly; 

^ (x) » ^ (c) + | $^0U) - (c)] {x - c)/(d - c). 

Then every ^ (x) is continuous in (a, b). 

Obviously, 

lim (x) » 0(x), 
Z CD ’ 

for, at any xe in (a, b), for all 

p > some p& . Also, for all x in (a» b), 

| f(x) - 0(x) | < ^ . 

The theorem follows from the lemma of section 34. 
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8.—Baire's application of his theorem. 

37. Baire pointed out that in the actual solutions 

of many problems of mathematical analysis we introduce, 

either implicitly or explicitly, hypotheses suplementary 

to the ones originally given. Thus, in the solution 

of the partial differential equation, 

+ = Q (1) 
è% Jy- 

we make the following change of variables: 

x » X + Y, 

y » X - Y; 

then, from the formulae, 

c) è^r . d ^ 
<>£ = è* è1t > (2) 

è Y* ^ '*• d'lf' * 

we are able to deduce that f(x, y) is a function only 

of Y, or of x - y. However, we already have made use 

of an auxiliary à'ssumption, for the formulae (2) are 

established on the assumption that 

J-f- ê-dr 
à* *** êy. 

are continuous. If these partial derivatives are not 

continuous, the formulae (2) do not necessarily hold. 

For example, consider the function 
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f(x, y) - (x, y) 4 (0,0), 

f(0, 0) = 0. 

In the directions of the axes, 

o ) 

while in the direction y * ax, a 4 0 

Thus there is a derivative at the origin in every 

direction, hut this derivative is not given by the 

ordinary formulae for change of variables. We explain 

this situation geometrically hy pointing out the fact 

that the surface 

has no determined tangent plane at x = y » 0. 

What we want, then, is to solve the partial 

differential equation (1) hy making only strictly 

necessary assumptions: We want, to find every function 

f(x, y) which everywhere is continuous with respect 

to x and with respect to y, and possesses partial 

derivatives 

z • f(x, y) 

and 

satisfying equation (1), 
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The reasoning which, led ns to the conclnsion 

that f(x, y) is a function only of x - y is no longer 

valid under just these assumptions. We proceed to 

determine what conclusions follow strictly from our 

hypotheses. 

38. let f(x) he a function defined in the interval 

(a, h) and let x, and x-7. he points in this interval. 

Consider the ratio 

f (?,) 

This function is defined for all x, and x •*. , x, 4 x.^, 

in (a, h), and 

r(xf, x,. ) - r(x x,). 

let xf, x^., and x3 he points of (a, h) such that 

X f < X^ < X3 . 

Then 

*3) = 

-/(*•) 

*3 ~ 'T, 

î= * nc x. ~ *jc, 

+• 
/^) -/f*Q 

<*3 - 
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—- ^ 4- r ^ 

where 

c = '%2^zJLl 
^3 "X/ 

and 0 < c < 1. 

We see then that r(x,, x3 ) lies between r(x,, x-«. ) 

and r(x^. , x « ), or is equal to each of them if they 

are equal to each other; In other words, If we can 

specify a certain one of the relations r(x,, x3 ) < ^ , 

r(x,, x3 ) > ? , r(x, , ) < A , r(x |t x3 ) > } , 

as holding, then we are assured that the sane relation 

holds for at least one of r(xt, xQ and r(x-«. , Xj ) 

in place of r(xt, x»y ). 

aM 
39. Fix x, in the interval (a, t>). Then for^x.,, 

where 

x,< xv^ 1, + h < h, 

the quantity r(x,, xv ) has a maximum D(f, (x/f x, + h)) 

and a minimum d(f, (x, , x, + h) ). As h approaches 

zero, these quantities approach definite limits D(f, x, + 0) 

and d(f, x, + 0). Similarly, for 

a < x, - h < x ^ < x,, 

another maximum and minimum are determined; these 

approach definite limits D(f, x, - 0) and d(f, x, - 0) 

as h approaches zero. Note that the first two' of these 
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quantities fall to exist if x( = b, while the same is 

true of the last two if x, = a. 

If the four quantities, 

D(f, x, + 0), d(f, x, + 0), I)(f, x, - 0), and d(f, x, - 0), 

called the derivative numbers of f(x) at x = x(, are 

all finite, then we know that f(x) is continuous at 

x = Xj ; for then we have, with |h| sufficiently small, 

m < ( f(x, + h) - f(x, ) )/h < M, 

or 

| f ( x, + h) - f(x, ) J < e . 

However, the converse does not follow, that if f(x) 

is continuous then the derivative numbers necessarily 

axe all finite. 

If f(x) is continuous in (a, b), then obviously 

r(x,, x-w) is continuous with respect to the set (xf, x t), 

where x, ^ xv , 

40. If the four derivative numbers of f(x) are 

all equal at x = xr,, then f(x) has a determined derivative 

fT(x() at this point, for the common value of these 

four quantities is defined to be fI(x/), In this case, 

there exists an interval (x, - «*, x; + **) such that, 

for every x^ 4 x; in this interval, 

| r(x,, x ^ ) - f’ (x,) | < e . 
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Indeed, if ï,, and x 3 are points in this interval 

and are on opposite sides of x,, then, by the lemma 

of section 38, r(xv , x 3 ) lies between r(x^ , x;), and 

r( x , , x ^ ), so that 

| r(x,_ , x3 ) - f1 (x/ ) | < e . (3) 

We have defined r(x, , x„ ) for all points satisfying 

X, - * 

X, < X3 < X , + «* , 
(4) 

except for 

x, « xt= x^. 

To complete the definition, we therefore set 

r(x, , x,) « fT(x, ), 

so that (3) holds for all x and x^ satisfying (4), 

In the above interval, (x, - <* , x, + «X ), the 

ratio r(xt, x3 ), for xt and x, satisfying (4), 

has a maximum M and a minimum m. Set 

w ** M — m. 

Now w is a non-decreasing function of , and as <=< 

approaches zero, w does the same. For a given w * 07 » 

there is an upper limit of the iralues of such that, 

in (x, - <^,x,+ <*),w<(7;; we designate this 

limit by (x, ). 
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41. Any function f(x, y) satisfying (1) must 

be continuous with respect to x and with respect to 

y and must possess derivatives 

and 

at every point. We make these assumptions concerning 

f(x, y). let (x,, y, ) he half the length of the 

longest line-segment which is parallel to OX, whose 

center is at (x, , y,), and on which w < (To for couples 

of points satisfying (4). Similarly, let (x* y) 

he the function hearing the same relation to OY as 

(x, y) hears to OX. We shall prove that (x, y) 

and 6 (n. (x, y) are upper semi-continuous with respect 
to (x, y); that is, given a point (xf, y(), there 

exists a square with sides parallel to the axes OX and 

OY and with center at (xf, y, ) such that, for all 

(x, y) in this square, 

** 6 ’ (5) 

Similarly, there exists such a square for which 

(3^ (%T) (*.,?.) 1- fr. <6> 

In the smaller of these squares, both (5) and (6) 

hold. We shall give the proof of (5)j that (6) holds 
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follows lay symmetry. 

On the line-segment whose end-points are 

(*/- «V. C%1 ■»•)' (■*' + *<r0 
(%> 

we know that w > <K ; let 01 + !c "be the value of 

w on this segment. Take 0 < 3cT < 3c. Then four points 

P, , Q,, , and Q x , whose coordinates are respectively 

(x, - c,i y,), (x, + c0 y, ) , (x, - cJt y,), and (x, + cy, y, ), 

where cv. 0, can he found on this segment such that 

|^(£.,<?v) -+UÎ, 4,)i > *1 i-Jt.'. (7) 

Further, since f(x, y) is continuous with respect to 

x, we can suppose that c*- é 0, i a 1, 2, 3, 4. Then V 

exists such that none of the four points is in the 

interval (x, - V , x, + V ). 

Now since f(x, y) is continuous with respect to 

y, the left-hand side’ of inequality ( 7) is continuous 

with respect to y. Then $ exists such that, for all 

y satisfying 

|y - y,l < S » 

(8) 
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where the coordinates of PJ , Q1,, P^, and QV, are 
respectively 

(x, - olt y), (x, + cx , y), (x, - e3 , y), and (x, + cv , y). (9) 

Let £ he the smallest of K , <f , and €./s, Consider 
the square A in which the coordinates (x, y) of every 

point satisfy 

The line-segment which is parallel to OX, whose length 

is^rt^ (x, , y, ) + , and whose center is any given 

point (x, y) of A, contains four points P1, , Q1, , P’^ , 

and , whose coordinates are given by (9) and which 

satisfy (8). Further, P1, and P!^ are on the left of 

(x, y), while Q1, and are on the right. It follows 

that 

so that equation (5) holds for all (x, y) in A. 

Hote that in establishing (5) we did not use the 

|x - x,| < £ 

|y - y, I < £ . 

°V0 

we do not use the hypothesis of 

in proving that (6) holds in a certain square whose 

center is (x, , y, ). 

hypothesis of the existence of 
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42. Since (x, y) is upper semi-continuous, 

it follows that, for a fixed. <7^ , and for any given 

perfect set E, there exists a square containing points 

of E such that on the portion E , of E contained in 

this square the minimum of c*<r„(x, y) 

is greater than zero. 

Note that here we are considering ^^(x, y) 

as defined only on the perfect set E; however, for a 

given (x^ , ^ ) of E, °5r. (xe , y0 ) is determined 

"by the values which f(x, ye ) takes on^a linear continuum. 

Assume the theorem to he false. Now take a sequence 

^ ^ t * * ^ ^ . . . , 

where lim = 0. Then in E there exists a point 

( x,, yf ) such that 

*<r. <-'*•> ?• ) * V* • 
Accordingly, there exists a square A* with center 

(x,, y, ) such that, for (x, y) in $J, 

“r. <*>?■) < 6-. 

The portion of E which lies in A' forms a perfect set 

E*. By the same reasoning, there exists a square k*- 

about some point (x^ , y ) of E * in which 

?) < ** . 
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Cont inning, we obtain a sequence of perfect sets 

E ' > Ez > ... > E~> ..., 

and we know that there is at least one point ( xo , y ) 

common to all these closed sets. Then 

= o, 
an impossibility establishing the theorem. 

43. Consider a sequence 

(77 > <rx> ... > ox> ...» 
where lim OX * 0. In every perfect set E, there exists 

^ s 00 

a perfect set E( on which cC^. (x, y) has its minimum 

greater than zero; in E,, there exists a perfect set 

E v on which ^/^(x, y) has its minimum greater than 

zero. Continuing, we get a sequence of perfect sets 

Ej> E t > ... > ^ • • • » 

there is at least one point (x„ , y„ ) common to all 

these sets. Then o<r (x , y0 ) is greater than zero 

for all ÇT . In any perfect set E, then, there exist 

points where o*Q-(x, y) has its minimum with respect to 

E greater than zero for all <T . 

44. In the perfect set E, take a perfect set E , 

on which the minimum of «^(x, y) is greater than 

zero; let this minimum be ^ . Consider a rectangle 
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whose side parallel to OX is less than X and which 

contains a point A of E, ; let the coordinates of A 

he (x^, y0). If the points P and Q,with coordinates 

(x,, y0) and (xt, y,,) respectively,are both in this 

rectangle and are such that 

Let there he given 6 greater than zero. Now since 

r(P, Q) is continuous with respect to y, we can take, 

on the lines through P and Q parallellto OY, intervals 

about P and Q such that, for any points P' and Q1 

in these intervals, where the coordinates of P! and QT 

are respectively (x,, y^) and (xv, y^), 

There exists, then, a rectangle about A in which both 

(10) and (11) hold. Let A1 , whose coordinates are 

(x3 , y3 ), be a point of E, in this rectangle such that 

x, < x* < x, , 

then 

| - -t- ( P\ Q')\ < e. tn) 

x ,< x 3< x^ ; 

then 

07 . 

(12) 
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2 Q~o + 
e- 

Inequalities (10), (11), and (12) yield 

_ tt 7 
d'xJfy’ 

Since this inequality holds for any € t it follows that 

the oscillation of is < ^ (J^ at A. 

Recalling that there are points (x, y) in any 

perfect set E such that o»g.(x, y) is positive for all 

O'. we see that at such points the oscillation of 

àf/é % is zero; that is, é+/<)!X is continuous at 

such points. Then 
àfyd V is punctually discontinuous 

on every perfect set E. 

45. By symmetry, all that we have established 

concerning o*g-(x, y) and is true also of 

fig- (x, y) and . 

Consider such a sequence of ’s as that of 

section 43. In any perfect set E, there is another 

perfect set E, on which C*g*f(x, y) is greater than 

zero; in E, there is a perfect set Ex on which 

(x, y) is greater than zero; in Ex there is E^ 

on which oC.»_(x, y) is greater than zero; and so on. 

Then in any perfect set E there are points at which 
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the minima of o/g-fx, y) and (3q- (x, y) are both greater 

than zero for all (J~ ; at these points and 

are continuous. Such points are said to he regular 

with respect to the set E. 

46.' Let A he a point which is regular with respect 

to the set E. We know that for any given positive e 

there exists a square containing A such that the minimum 

of €^.(x, y) is positive for all points of E in 

this square. Let he positive and less than this 

minimum. We can take the sides of our square to he 

less than 7s ; and, since is continuous 

is continuous at A with respect .to E, we can take the 

square so small that, for any/jP of E in the square, 

( %]p - 
J%*]A I * 

How if R also is a point of this square and is on the 

line through P parallel to OX, then 

l - J^]p I < &/ff_ 
Adding, we get 

\MP,K) - | 4 V^as) 
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Similar ly, there exists about A a square such that 

if Q is a point of E in this square and if R also is 

a point of this square and is on the line through Q 

parallel to OY, then 

In the smaller of these squares, both (13) and (14) 

hold. Now let P and Q he any points of E in this last 

square. By definition, we set 

WP, <?.) 
./fg) - 

P~Q 
Let R he the point which has the same ordinate as P 

and the same abscissa as Q. Let the angle which PQ 

makes with OX he designated by 0, Then 

~ ft» 
pQ 

PR PQ RQ PQ 

= (P, R) <U*D 0 -p^-CRA) 0. 
Multiplying (13) by | cos 0 | and (14) by | sin 0 | 

and adding, we get 
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JW P, Q) -P^]A Hero & + I 
<, ^=r ^ \ C&v ^ | -f" l ) 

the right-hand member of this inequality is é , 

since | cos 0 | + | sin £ | cannot exceed, **r. 

46. We have shown that if f(x, y) is everywhere 

continuous with- respect to x and with respect to y 

and possesses derivatives ^1%# and at every 

point, then in any neighborhood of any -point of a 

given perfect set E there exists a point A which is 

regular with respect to E; that is, the set of points 

which are regular with respect to E is dense on E; 
   *" 

further,/>there exists a neighborhood of every such 

A such that for any points P and Q of E in this 

neighborhood the following relation holds: 

'%]/'*>

6
 14 <16> 

We shall apply these general results to the partie 

ular case of a function f(x, y) satisfying the partial 

differential equation (1). For a perfect set E on the 

line 
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x - y = c, 

equation (15) becomes 

I+ < 6; 

if, further, (1) is satisfies, then this inequality 

■becomes 

I w- CP, Q) | < ^ . (16j 

On the line x - y ® c, f(x, y) is a function of one 

variable only, being f(x, x - c); designate it by 0(x). 

47. Consider any function 0(x) whatsoever defined 

in the interval (a, b); take a perfect set JE in this 

interval and consider a sub-interval i containing points 

of E. For xt and x^ varying ofi the portion of E In i, 

the quantity r(x, , x^) has a maximum V(0, E, i) 

and a minimum v(0, E, i). For the interval (x0 - $ , x0 + £ ), 

these quantities approach definite limits as J approaches 
zero; we call these limits the maximum and minimum 

coefficients of variability of 0(x) at xe and designate 

them by V(^, E, xc) and v(0, E, x0). 

In the particular case with which we have been 

dealing, we have (16) in the following equivalent 

form: 

Y($rf, E, x) « v(0, E, x) = 0 (17) 
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for a set of values of x which is dense on B. This 

condition is analogous to that which punctually 

discontinuous functions satisfy; namely, 

M(0, E, x) » m(jzS, E, x) » 0 

for a set of values which is dense on E. We say that 

a function satisfying (17) is punctually variable on E. 

Then if f(x, y) satisfies equation (1), it is punctually 

variable on every perfect set on x - y = c. 

48. Evidently, we can take an interval i about 

x 0 so small that, for £ given > 0, 

V(f«, E, i) < V(0, E, x0) + 6 ; 

further, for all x of E in i, 

V(0, E, x) < V(0, E, i); 

then 

V(0, E, x) < V($z$, E, xd ) + fe , 

so that V(0, E, x) is upper semi-continuous. 

49. l*et x, and x ■>,, where x, < x be points 

of the perfect set E, If r(x, , Xv ) > > , then there 

exists a point x„ of E, satisfying 

for which 

V(0, E, xe ) > 7l ; 
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if we know only that r( x t , x ) > P) , then such an 

xc exists for which 

V(0, E, x, ) > 'X .. 

Suppose r(x,, x,, ) > 3 • Then 3c > 0 exists such 

that r(x/txr)>a +3c. Let x3 he the point of E 

which is nearest the mid-point of x,x v. If there are 

two such nearest points, let x3 he either of them. Then 

at least one of r(x(, x3 ) and r(x3 , x*) is > ^ ? 3c. 

For definiteness, suppose r(x, , x^ ) > ^ + 3c. If x^ 

is the point of E which is nearest the mid-point of x, x3 , 

at least one of r(x, , x^ ) and r(x^ , x 3 ) is > + 3c. 

This Weierstrass limiting process leads to a point xp 

which is contained in E, which satisfies 
x, < 

x<, < 
and for which 

V(5*, E, x6 ) > } + k, 

and 

V(0, E,o^> > . 

These relations express the theorem. 

50. Consider now any continuous function 0(x) 

whatsoever defined in the interval (a, h). Let x0 

he a point of the perfect set E. The set of values 

of V(0, E, x), for all x of E satisfying 
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*0 “ i < X < X * + <f , 

has a maximum M( / ). As tf approaches zero, M( <Ç ) 

approaches a definite limit M. We shall show that 

V(0, E, x0 ) » M. 

Since V(0, E, x) is tipper semi-continuous, we know that 

V(0, E, x0 ) > M; 

we need to show only that the assumption that the 

inequality holds strictly leads to a contradiction. 

Making this assumption, we know that ?\ exists such 

that 

V(f*t E, x,) > } > M. 

Then in any neighborhood of xd , there must exist two 

points x ( and x x of E distinct from such that 

r(x, , ) > )j . 

We can assume that xf and are on the same side 

of xft. This situation must exist if z, is the limit 

of a sequence of points of E all of which are on the 

same side of x^, but is not the limit of such a sequence 

on its other side; for then there is a symmetric 

neighborhood of x^ containing no points of E on one 

side of x^ . If, on the other hand, there are points 

of E on each side of n0 in any symmetric neighborhood 

of x^ , let x, and x* be points of E on opposite sides 

of xp satisfying the above inequality; then either 
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r(x, , x0 ) > à , 

or 

rCx* , xx ) > } ; 

let us assume, for definiteness, that the former inequality 

holds; now since 0(x) is continuous, there exists 

x1 of E between x/ and xQ such that 

r( xf , xT ) > Ù . 

Consequently, by the lemma of section 49, there exists 

a point x*1 of E between x ; and x* such that 

V(0, E, x11 ) > } . 

This is a contradiction proving that 

V(0, E, xB) = M; 

that is, V(^, E, x) is equal at each point to the limit, 

as S approaches zero, of the maximum of the values 

which it assumes in a symmetric neighborhood of length 

2<f about the point. 

51. If a continuous function 0(x) is not constant-,. ■ 

then there exist two points x, and xz such that either 

r(x , , x x ) > 0, 

or 

r(x, , x x) < 0; 

suppose that the former condition is satisfied. We 

can then find çr such that 
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r(x, , Xj ) > (T . 

Designate the continuum "by C. By the lemma of section 

49, there exists a point x0 Between x, and xv such 

that 

V(0, C, x^ ) > <r ; 

and, By the lemma of section 50, x0 is the limit 

of a sequence of points for which 

V(jf, C, x) > (T ; 

that is, the set G of points satisfying this inequality 

is dense on itself. Accordingly, the derivative G' 

of G is perfect;and, again By the last theorem to 

which we have referred, on G1 we have the relation 

V(0, C, x) > a" • 

52. We shall show now that 

V(J*. G' , x. ) - V(j*, C, x0 ) 

for any x 0 of G’, where G1 is the perfect set of the 

preceding section. Obviously, 

V(0, G*, x0 ) < V(0, C, x # } 

we need to show only that the assumption that the 

inequality holds strictly leads to a contradiction. 

#If x0 is one of the points of G* for which 

V(0, C, ) > (T » 

then, making the above assumption, we know that A 
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exists such that "both 

V(frf, G* , ïO ) < } < V(jz5* C, xD ) 

and 

V- < I . 

Then there exists an interval about x4 such that, 

for any two points x, and x^ of G* in this interval, 

r(x, , x7 ) < } . 

Now let x3 and x^ be any points whatsoever in this 

interval sueh that x 3 < x^ . If there are no points 

of G’ between x3 and x^ , then 

r(x3 , Xy ) < 3 » 

for if r(x3 , xy ) were > à , then there would be a 

point x^- between x3 and x ¥ for which 

V(0, C, xs ) > 3 > (T, 

and x f would be a point of G* , contrary to hypothesis. 

If there are points of G* between x3 and x^ , let 

x, be the point of G’ nearest on the right to x^ , 

and let xv be the point of G* nearest on the left 

to Xy . Then 

°<r(x3 , x, ) < Q“< } , 

for if r(x3 , x( ) were > g- » then* since 0(x) is 

continuous, there would exist a point x^- satisfying 

x 3 < < x, such that r(x? , x^- ) > (T , an impossibility 

since there are no points of G1 in the closed interval 
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(x3, x^). Similarly, 

0 < r(xu » xy ) < O' < ^\ . 

We have pointed out that 

r(x , , x 7 ) < . 

It follows from the lemma of section 38 that 

r( x j , x ¥ ) < >i . 

Then this relation holds whether or not there are points 

of O’ between x3 and x^ . Consequently, since x^ 

and Xy are taken to be any points whatsoever in the 

interval about x0 , we have 

V(S*, C, x, ) < A . 

This is a contradiction proving that 

V(f*, G1 , x) = V(j*, C, x) 

for all x of O’ satisfying 

V(0, C, x ) > r . 

How let xtf be a point of G* such that 

V(j*, C, x* ) = (T.* 

* In Annali di Matematica, tomo III, serie III., 

Baire overlooks the fact that there might be such points, 

for he asserts that the relations 

V({z5, G', x, ) < X < V(j*, C, xd ) 

and 

T < } 
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Then x„ is the limit of a sequence of points of G' 

satisfying 

V(jzJ, C, x) > T , 

and consequently satisfying 

V(0, GT , x) = V(0, C, x), 

as we have just shown. Accordingly, the function M( <f ), 

relative to V(0, G* , x), defined, as in section 50, 

for an interval about xp , has a limit M > 7* as S 

approaches zero. In section 50, we showed that 

V(0, G* , ) - M. 

Then since 

V($z$, G1, x) < V(j*J, C, x) 

and : 

V(j*, C, x0 ) = cr , 

it follows that 

would hold for any x0 of G' on the assumption that 

V(J*, G* , xe ) < V(jzS, C, x 0 ), 

Since he gives the lemma of section 50 only for the 

special case where the set E coincides with the continuum, 

I do not know what method of proof he might have had 

in mind relative to these special points. (B.) 
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v(^, G* , x) » (T . 

We now have shown that 

V(jrf, G* , x) « Y(f*, C, x) 

for all x of ; that is, for every point of the perfect 

set GT we have the relation 

V(?5, G' , x) > Çp . 

We have shown that if 0(x) is continuous and Is not 

constant, then It is not merely punctually variable 

on the set G1 ; it is totally variable there. 

55. The theorem of the above section might he 

expressed as follows: If a function 0(x) is continuons 

and is punctually variable on every perfect set, then 

it is constant. 

Note that all our hypotheses are necessary: The 

function f(x), where 

f(x) « 0, x 4 x0 , 

f(x* ) 5 1, 

is punctually variable on every perfect set, but is not 

continuous and is not constant; again, the function 

which we described in section 30 is continuous and is 

punctually variable with respect to the continuum, 

but it is not punctually variable with respect to 
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every perfect set and is not constant. 

54. This development applies itself at once toward 

the solution of the partial differential equation (1). 

Making the additional assumption that f(x, y) is contin¬ 

uous with respect to (x, y), or simply that f(x, y) 

is continuous along every line parallel to x - y « 0, 

and remembering that f(x, y) is punctually variable 

on every perfect set of the line x - y = c, we conclude 

that f(x, y) is constant along x - y == c; that is, f(x, y) 

is a function of x - y only and can he written in the 

form 0(x - y), or 0(u). 

55. We have left the problem not completely 

solved, for we have assumed continuity for f(x, y) 

in the direction x - y = c instead of in the directions 

of the axes only. However, we have not been compelled 

to assume the continuity of the derivatives 

and % ; we have assumed only their existence everywhere. 

9.—Curves. 

56. The most general continuous curve C, in three 

dimensions, joining the points A and B, might be represented 
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by the parametric set of equations 

x= x(t), y = y(t), z = z(t), 

where x(t), y(t), and z(t) are continuons functions 

defined for all t in some closed interval (a, h). 

Let A correspond to t = a and B to t » h. 

Consider a polygonal line P inscribed in C such 

that the ends of P are at A and B and the vertices 

of P all lie on C. Now P might he represented, as 

was C, by a parametric set of continuous functions: 

let these be designated by X(t), Y(t), and Z(t); further, 

we can take these functions as equal, respectively, 

to x(t), y(t), and z(t) for values of t corresponding 

to the vertices of P. We specify, of course, that P 

be so inscribed that if t^ and t^, are values of t 

corresponding to the end-points of any certain side 

of P and if, as we traverse P going from A toward B, 

we come to the point corresponding to t^, before we come 

to that corresponding to t^+J , then t<* < t,^ . 

Finally, we taJfce P such that the set of values of t 

corresponding to its vertices is reducible. 

We define the length of P as the sum of the lengths 

of its sides. To avoid dealing with a transfinite sum, 

we might order the sides according to decreasing lengths 
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and obtain at most a simply infinite sequence. 

Now let 

P p '& p 1 ± ^ » • • • s £srü f • • • 

te a sequence of such inscribed polygonal lines such 

c *■" 
that, for every pair t* and t^, of values of t 

corresponding to consecutive vertices of Pt-, 

““ 

Similarly, let 

n, * n x f..., »... 

he another such sequence of inscribed polygonal lines 

satisfying the same limiting condition. 

Fixing i, we wish to compare the length s,- of Pfc. 

with the length (Tj of every Ilj . If pt- (t) and pc. (t*) 

are adjacent vertices of Pfc- , then the corresponding 

points q(t) and q^. (t1) of II j need not be vertices 

of nj ; as J increases, however, an interval (t, , t^) 

about t containing vertices of Ilj can be made as 

small as we please, and the same is true of an interval 

about t1. It follows that we can take j so large that 

q.. (t) and q.; (t* ) will be as close às we please to 

p (t) and pj (tf) respectively. That part of Il y which 

Joins q. (t) and q. (t') cannot be shorter than the 

straight line Joining these two points; accordingly, 
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the limit, as 1/3 approaches zero, of the length of that 

part of IL which 3oins a • (t) and q. • (tT ) is at least 
J sj 

equal to the length of the corresponding side of Pj.~ 

Adding, we obtain the result that 

lim (T > s . . 
if’=. » J ° 

Since the above result holds for any Pc* whatsoever, 

it follows that 

lim 0} > lim . 
J Z-&0 w V -CO 

Interchanging the roles of P^ and II; in the entire 
J 

above discussion, we see that 

lim <âc > lim cr.. 
tsoo ~~ Js-oo J 

Hence, 

lim -O; » lim <T7. 

C 
That is to say, if the maximum difference t - t 

in values of t corresponding to consecutive vertices 

of a polygonal line P i Inscribed in a continuous 

curve C approaches zero as i increases without limit, 

and if the set of values of t corresponding to the 

vertices of each Pj is reducible, then as i increases 

without limit, the length of P; approaches a definite . 

limit which is Independent of the particular sequence 

fp^I . This limit is defined to be the length of the • 

curve C. If this length is finite, we say that C is rectifiable. 
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57. Originally, the set of values of t corresponding 

to the vertices of was taJcen to he finite; as we 

have Just pointed out, however, it is equally well that 

we take it to he reducible. But this extension cannot 

he carried any farther. If we consider the sides of Pfc' 

as corresponding to the contiguous intervals of a 

non-dense, non-reducible set of measure > 0, the limit 

of the lengths of the Pc- in general will he less than 

that of C. And even if the non-reducible set is of 

zero measure, the true length will not always he obtained; 

consider the function of section 30, which'varies 

only on a perfect set of zero measure. 

58. let us assume that the functions, x(t), y(t), 

and z(t), which determine our continuous curve C, 

have first derivatives at every point of (a, h); that is, 

x(t) typifying all three functions, 

C-e'J - vMl - f I < 
for any t of (a, h) and for any t1 of (a, h) in a certain 

/£ (-6') - Lt) 

t' - C 

or 

neighborhood of t. let t* he > t; now the length of 
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the chord joining p(t) and p(t*) is 

£ c^to - fa*)-*™]*+&*•■)-?<*>T*L}lt,)’}MT} 

The above inequalities yield 

}Rc*j]l*'-*J | < -n. f 
where R(t) designates 

\ [* ’tt)T + [7 ' (*)] 

and ">l is a positive infinitessimal. 

Starting with ta = a, there exists a chain of 

intervals 

(&•» tj)» (tj , t j )(,..( ( t )••••> 

each of length less than a given and each such that 

the above inequality is satisfied with t representing 

its left-hahd end-point and t1 any other point of the 

interval. If b is not attained by means of a finite 

number of these intervals, then 

lim t » t < b. 

We can start now from t^ with the same sort of chain of 

intervals as before. It was pointed out in section 15 

that b must be attained by a continuation of this 

process, and that lessmhan the entire sequence S0 
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of all the transfinite numbers will "be used in the 

process. Then the set of values of t which we have 

3ust defined is reducible, for it is denumerable and 

closed. 

Since the conditions of section 56 are satisfied, 

we can obtain an approximation to the length of C 

by means of the polygonal line we have inscribed in C. 

The length E lft^ , t^.^) of this polygonal line 

satisfies the following inequality: 

Now let J\ approach zero: 2 iCt* , t^+/) approaches 

the length of C; let 7^ approach zero: ^(b - a) 

approaches zero; it follows that, as ?l and ^ approach 

zero simultaneously, 

^£K(t«j7-Ctc<+, "*■-] 
approaches the length of C. 

If we* make the hypothesis that xT (t), y*(t), 

and z*(t) are integrable in (a, b), or, what is a 

consequence of the same thing, that R(t) is integrable 

in (a, b), then it follows from the above discussion 

that the length of C is given by the classical expression 

J* -f C-f'fàJ i-Lfr' c*)7 ^ côùt 
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If, on the other hand, we assume only that R(t) 

is the exact derivative of some function F(t), then 

we again can split up (a, h) into intervals as we did 

*at the beginning of this section: in each interval* 

| ÎFt*') ~ F(t)l - ? ft wJf " *7 | < 'K 
Summing, we obtain 

11 FWi - FÉO] - £ i R CO] I < 'K (*-*'.) 

Again letting and approach zero together, we see 

that the length of C is equal to the growth of F(x) 

in (a, b); that is, to F(b) - F(a). 

10. —Totalization. 

I. 

59. In chapter 6, we proposed the problem of 

determining the primitive functions of any given continuous 

function f(x), and we found that the solution was 

given by a certain area plus an arbitrary constant. 

We designated this solution by 

F(x) = J* f(t) dt + K, 
CL 
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and called the solution the indefinite integral of f(x). 

Following the historical development, we thereupon set 

upon generalizing the notion of the integral, giving 

less and less thought to the original problem of deter¬ 

mining primitive functions. Thus, Riemann gave his 

definition of the integral of a hounded discontinuous 

function without considering what progress this integral 

might afford in the solution of the problem of primitive 

functions; much later, Volt erra* showed that there 

are bounded derivative functions for which the Riemann 

integral does not exist. On the other hand, there 

cannot be a bounded derivative function for which the 

more recent Lebesgue integral does not exist: for any 

derivative function f(x) is the limit of a sequence 

of continuous functions 

F C'X — FM 

and so is a function of Baire; consequently, as is well 

known, it is measurable; and,;sinee it is bounded, it 

is summable. 

There remained for investigation, then, only the 

* G-iornaie de Battagllnl, 1881. 
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case where the derivative function is not "bounded: 

Given any finite derivative function f(x) whatsoever 

defined in the closed interval (a» b), we wish to 

find a fonction 7(x) having f(x) as its derivative. 

Denjoy, in 1912, by using the transfinite method which 

Baire had introduced, completely solved this problem. 

In the present chapter, we shall present this analysis, 

first without the consideration of the intégrait and 

secondly with that consideration. 

60. Given a derivative function f(x) in the closed 

interval (a, b), we cannot say that f(x) necessarily 

is continuous throughout (a, b); indeed, Darboux* 

has shown that there exist derivative functions of 

which the set of points of discontinuity is everywhere 

dense in (a, b). As we just pointed out, however, 

f(x) is the limit of a sequence of continuous functions, 

and so is punctually discontinuous on every perfect set 

in (a, b). In particular, the set of points of continuity 

of f(x) with respect to the continuum is everywhere 

dense on (a, b); if x^ is such a point, then given €., 

Xp is interior to a closed interval (m, n) such that, 

* Annales de l’Ecole Normale, 1875 
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for every point x of (m, n), 

l*fM ~ -f('to) | < e- 

61. Since f(x) is a derivative function, we know 

that its primitive F(x) exists and is continuous. 

If x, and x*. , where xf < xr , are points of the above 

interval (m, n), then, "by the theorem of the mean, 

F('X^) - F(%) ~ i'Xx-'x,) /If> 

where x, <£ < xv. Inequality (1) yields 

I [/Wl-fr*' *>3 ~ fyfàK'XT-*] I < é 

so that * 

| JfL'x-J) - p fo,)] - 'Ft] | *^ ^ ( '*•*-“ 'F,). 

We can substitute here the known linear function 

Fe (“JO = *[/(*)], 
getting 

I fFferO - F(%)]-[ Ft. C?0 - F6 (-*,)] ( < efcvs). (2) 

This inequality gives an approximation, with an arbitrary 

additive constant exception, to F(x) in every (m, n) 

with an error of less than € (b - a). 
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62. Let Ej denote the set of points of E, s (a, b) 

none of which is interior to such an interval (m, n). 

Obviously, E, is empty or closed, for if x is interior 

to (m, n), it cannot he the limit of a sequence of 

points exterior to (m, n). And E, is nowhere dense 

on (a, h). 

Let (c, d) he a contiguous interval of Ef. Then 

every point interior to (c, d) is interior to an interval 

(m, n) throughout which (2) holds. Let x0 he the mid¬ 

point of (c, d). Then x# is interior to an interval 

(m, , g,) in which (2) holds, m, is interior to a similar 

(mv , Ex. )» Jû v to (m3 , gj), and so on. Now the 

points mc can he chosen so that either some definite 

= c, or 

lim mt- ** c. 

For, first, no mt- can he less than c. Secondly, suppose 

the least limit we can obtain for the sequence fmt-] is 

cT, where c* > c, Then c* is interior to an interval 

(m, n) in which (2) holds, and, for 3c great enough, 

m^ is interior to this interval. If we take the interval 

(m, n) in place of (m^, , g^+| ), we obtain 

lim m • < c1, 
tz oo 

a contradiction. In the same way, the similar sequence 
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of points on the right of x0 can he made to 

approach d. 

63. Lemma: If FI (g) satisfies (3) for all points 

x, and x-t, of (p, » p-«. ), and (x) does the same 

for all points x, and x-^. of (pv , p3 ), then the 

continuons fonction 

F l (*) = F'e 

K M = Fé W + £^0 " Fl tP-irK~ ft, 

satisfies (2) for all x, and x •>. in Cp, , p.? )« 

The proof of the theorem is obvious if x , and x 

are both in (p , , p -0 or both in (p^ , p3 ). If x, 

is in (p, , Pn,) and x^ Is in (pt , pa ), then 

| [F(fJ-F(r.ï]~ [FÏ(fc>-F* (%)] I <• e 

and 

I [ F £**.) - FCf^hl Ft 6r>) - fyS} j < 6 F~) j 
adding, we get the desired result: 

|[FW - F (?,)]-[F*M - F*Cftj] l < e 
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64. The discussion of section 62 shows that 

the interval (c + $ , d - $ ), where (c, d) is contiguous 

to E, , might he covered by a finite number of intervals 

(m, n) in each of which (2) holds; according to the 

lemma of section 63, therefore, there exists a continuous 

approximating function Ffe (x) which holds in ( c + , d - £ ), 

or for all x f and x satisfying 

c < x ( < x ,_< d. 

♦ We wish to extend the definition of the continuous 

function F€ (x) so that (2) holds for the entire closed 

interval (c, d). Since F(x) is continuous, it is uniformly 

continuous: given ^ ^ can he determined such that 

| - FW / < ^ 

if 12^ - Xy | < 2 » With (2), this gives 

I F& | c O 
if x, and xx are interior to (c, d) and if Jx t - x# | < ^ . 

That is, Fc (x) is uniformly continuous in the interior 

of (c, d) and therefore is continuous at the extremities 

c and d if we define 

Fe (c) = F€ (C + 0) and F6 (d) = F€ (d - 0). 

How if c < x( < xt< d and if x^ approaches c, then 

(2) yields 
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I £yR*0 - F(V]~[Fe M - ^ CO]j < € O- - <0, 

and if < x < d, then 

I [FM - Fhj]-[Ft M - /=« C-xjJ / < «• c-* - *v>, 
so that by addition we obtain the inequality 

\lFM-F(07-!>.<%>- /ÏC07 I < 6 

Note that here we have the sign < and not merely <. 

Similarly, 

l[F(ce)-FM] - [FÉ m - Fe (7)J {<€(<?- *)' 

Finally, then, 

\[F(<0 -F(i)]-[Fe (*)- Fe <oJ I < e («€-«-3. 
Then (S) holds for all x , and x,_ satisfying 

o < Xj < x <; cl* 

65. We thus have determined a continuous approximating 
Jk 

function Fc (x) in each contiguous interval (c^ » d/^ ) 

of the closed set E^. This at once gives us a suggestion 

of a method of approximating F(x) throughout (a, b): if 

we can extend the definition of the continuous approx¬ 

imating functions to the set E^, then we shall have 
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| [FM - FM]-C M- F(, (*■)] I < «.• U-*-) 

for all x of (a, b) and for each of a sequence £ 

where lim =0. This will determine F(x), with an 
«fca» £ =.eO 

arbitrary additive constant exception, throughout (a, b). 

We must center our attention, therefore, upon the 

closed set Ef « By Baire^ Theorem, f(x) is punctually 

discontinuous on E;, so that (1) holds for points 

xe and x of E, , where x6 is taken from a set which is 

dense on E, and x is in a certain neighborhood of xe. 

However, when we attempt to obtain (2) by applying the 

theorem of the mean, 

pcxv)- pf%)= (*■>.-*,) 

to points xf and xz of E , in this interval, we are 

halted by the fact that f need not be a point of E,. 

This fact prevents our deducing (2) from (1); we must 

try a different approach. 

66. The function 

pcT+-*-) - FM 
Â 

approaches f(x) as h approaches zero. It follows that 

if we define this function as equal to f(x) for h * 0, 
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it is continuous, as a function of h, at h = 0. 

let E^^be the set of points of E for which 

Ffr+'A) - FGO 

'A |-^(3) 

< / 
*^VXJ 

f — FfoO 

n 
for all h satisfying 

Now E*? is closed, for if x0 is the limit of a-sequence 

of points of Ep^7, then x0 belongs to the closed set 

Ef , sind, since F(x) is continuous, (3) is satisfied 

for x *» x^. We define the set E^ as being composed 

of those points of E, which satisfy (3) for all h in 

the interval 0 < h < 1/n. Obviously, Ej™ is the product 

of the closed sets 

E| » Ef f•••f E | 

and so is closed. Since 

- FC-x) 

M * • > 

JL 
is continuous, as a function of h, at h = 0, the points 

of E , satisfy (3) for all h in the interval 0 < h < 1/n. 

Because of this sane continuity, if x^ is a point 

of E, , it is also a point of E^ for all n > some n^, 

where depends upon xe for its value. Hence, 

Ej = E# + Ef + . .. + E; + ... 
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Consider now in (a, 1») any closed interval I 

containing at least one point of E,. The portion of 

E, in I is closed and is either perfect or not perfect. 

If it is not perfect, then there is at least one iso¬ 

lated point ï, of E( in I. About x0, there is an interval 

(mr, n1 ) containing no points of E, other than x0. Then, 

according to the discussions of sections 63 and 64, 

there is a known function F6 (x) satisfying (E) for 

all x, and x^ in (mT, n* ), where x( < x^ . 

On the other hand, if the portion of E, in I is 

perfect, then, by exactly the same proof as we used 

in section 33, we establish the fact that there exists 

in I a closed interval (m1 , n*)» containing points 
Jb 

of E, , on which E, and EJl coincide, for some definite 
finite value of k. Now, if necessary, diminish the 

length of (mT, n1 ), keeping it such that it always 

contains points of E, , until its length is at most 

equal to 1/k and until the oscillation of the continuous 

function . 

P (-% + %.) — F (*) 
yL ' 

is less than €/3 for points of Ef in (m* , n1)» that is, 

tint il 

pC'X, ~fr 
lA) ~ F(?t) 

A 

FOj t &) ~ 

/A 
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for all x, and Xj of B, in (m1 , n1 ). Now, since x, 
-fc. and x3 are contained in E, » 

p L^c +AC) — FC'**') 
' X A 

for i » 1, 3, and 0 < h t* < l/]c. Adding these three 

inequalities, we obtain 

F(i, *£,) - Fir,) F(r3 +-&3 ) - F’C*3) 

Ji, JL 

when h3 = 0, we obtain 

I F(%J - F(r, ) 
- /(**) 4 £ 

Noting that the interval (xf, x, + 1/k) contains all 

points xx of E , to the right of x, in (mT, n* ), and 

remembering that by definition 

F<*3+At) - F(*3) _ jp(^\ 

I " *7-1 
for all x, and xt of E , in (m* , n* ), where x, < x t. 

Substituting here the known linear function 

Pi (*) - * 

where x3 is any fixed point of E , in (mf, nT ), we have 

l[F(*■») - F(%)]- [Fe°(Xx)- F°(*,)] (2, 
for all x, and x^ of E( in (m* , n1 ), where x f < x^ . 
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67. We have shown in the last seetion that we 

can determine a continuous function F g (x) approximating 

F(x) for all x of E, in (mT, n* )» we shall define now 

a continuous function Fé (x) which approximates F(x) 

throughout (mf, n1 ) » as follows: 

Let x* he that point of E, in (m1, n') which is 

nearest m*; and let £(C.- , dt. )3 , where i = 1, 2,..., 

n,..., he the contiguous intervals of Ef in (m
1, n*). 

We have proved already that F(x) is approximated in 
A 

each ( , d^ ) hy a known continuous function Ffc (x). 

Consider the sequence of known continuous functions 

i Fi (x)] , where 

F.M^FeCno, 
and otherwise, for i *» 1, 2,..,, n,..., 

FtM- Fc-'Lx'* , * c-), 

Fc (*) = Ft GO + Ft., CCc)- Fl (%<*<■ ), 

F W - Ft., M + Ft-(<£i) -Fe_t (Ac)} -%(d, 

We shall show now that the sequence £ F,; (x)^ 

converges uniformly to a function Ffe (x), so that 

Fg (x) is continuous; further, we shall show that 

F6 (X) satisfies (2) for all points Xj and x z of 
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( m’ , n* ) » where x, < x^ . 

If x lies in (m1 , cj ), then 

iF^-tx) - F^._, (x)| - 0. 

If x lies in (dc , n* )» then 

l F, (?) - Fc-, C*J | =• | F, (die) - Fs-, (4i) 

- |[Fc(dc) - FcC<i)]~[Fe-, ^i)~ FI-./1*}] j 

= | [F‘ M- F;'(«)]- [Fi M - FJ (<-•)] j 

< 2 e- (<£• -li). 

4/ SX sùk^> -<-W C c-*, <5^‘ )j 

I F; c-r) - Fs-, l'x) I 

fa M-F; M]-[F,., M -F... (’F\ 

£|F‘M -F;M\ * IF, M- F,., Ml 

< IfW - F(O | t 6C-x-cc) 

+ \F°eM~ F°e (cc)j 
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Given ^ , we can choose £• so small that 

I F fa) - F(%) I C.71 euJt I F°e fa) - Ft (sc,) I ^ 7 

for all x, and x + of (m1, n') satisfying |x% - x , | < <f0 ; 

and given f < Ja , we can choose n so large that 

M (<• -CJ) < s- 

let j he greater than n; if x lies in (c.- , d • ), then 
J J 

I FjM- F._t (%) / < Z'K -I- 6 ^ 
while if x lies outside (cj> , dj ), hut in (m1, nT ), 

I Fj M - Fj_, Ml <2 € (</• - e/). 
Summing, we obtain, for any i > n, 

I Fc (i) ~ F-JTC) I < 2?t^ ^ ^ 

< 2 7( -(-3 € (f. 
Thus, the convergence is uniform and accordingly (x) 

is continuous. 

If x, and x^ , where xf < x^ , are points of 

E, + ( e, , d,) + (cr , d ^ ) + ... + (c^ , d^) 

in (m* , n1 ), then 

I [F fa) - F(%)] -[FJ*J-FA (%)] | < e fa-4, ); 
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therefore, for all x, and of (mT, nT ) » where 

x , < x -t, , 

l[F M - FM] -[Fe ^ ' Fete)'] | - é 

Indeed, we shall show now that the strict inequality 

of (2) holds here instead of merely the relation <.- 

If x, and x n, both lie in the same contiguous interval 

(c j , d* ) of E, in (m* , n1 ), then, for all i > j, 

Fi ted - Fi te, ) = Fl ted) - Fi tec, )J 

so that 

Fs ted - Fe 60 = Fç ted - Fj (.*,) ; 

consequently, (2) holds in this case. Similarly, (2) 

holds if x , and xT are in contiguous intervals of E , 

having a common extremity. Again, if x , and x^. lie in 

an interval containing only points of E(, then 

F.itd-Fete) =F{.,(.xirFi.lte,)r... = ted - Ft te.)} * L * 

so that I 

F(r~>- Fc ted = Fl ted - Fl (*,)} 

consequently, (2) holds here also. If x, and x a. satisfy 

none of these conditions, then "between x, and x ^ there 
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is a contiguous interval (c^ , cL^ ) of E ; let x’, and 

x*t "be points of this interval. Then 

ZFfrO - />. (•**> “ 
= [ [ F Or,') - Fin, )] - [ Fe (V ) - (‘X'H'l 

+ \[Ft<)~ FWJ- [Fe M)- F* «)]] 

+ {{F C*J - F « )] - [ Fe _(*v) - re ( * ')] £ 

Onr inequality holds for all three of these brackets, 

and holds strictly for the second of them; consequently, 

it holds strictly for the sum of the brackets. Accordingly, 

(2) holds for the present function (x) throughout 

(m*. n*). 

68. let Exbe the set of points of E, not interior 

to any such (m1 , nT). Since, in section 66, we took 

I arbitrary on (a, b), so long as it contained a point 

of E,, the set of intervals (m', n1 ) is everywhere 

dense on E, .AIf x is the limit of a sequence of points 

of E* , then x is a point of the closed set E,; and x 

is also a point of Ex, for otherwise it would be interior 

to an interval (m1 , n* ) and therefore could not be the 
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limit of the sequence of points of E » : then E xis closed. 

let (c1 , d* ) he a contiguous interval of E.*. 

We can approximate F(x) throughout (o' , d1)» as follows: 

The points of E, in (eT + S ,1* - S ) form a closed 

set of points each of which is in an (m* .* n* ) ; by the 

Heine-Borel Theorem, this set might he covered hy a 

finite number of the (m*, n’ ). Then (c* + <T » d1 - $ 

is divided into a finite number of intervals in each of 

which an approximating function satisfying (2) is 

known. Then hy the lemma of section 63, an approximating 

function Fé (x) exists satisfying (2) for all x, < x, 

in ( c’ + S , d’ - <T ); that is, Fe (x) might he determined 

for all x, and x x satisfying 

e* < x, < x ,,< d1. 

Exactly as in section 64, we extend the definition 

of Fg (x) so that it satisfies (2) for all x, and x^ 

in the interval 

c’ < xf < xL < d
1. 

69. Every'fact which we have established concerning 

E, holds equally well for Ex. Thus, there is a closed set 

E ^contained in E 2 but nowhere dense on E r such that, 

in any contiguous interval of E _ , approximating functions 
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exist satisfying (2). Continuing thus, either we arrive 

finally at an empty set E, or we determine F^ (x) 

in the contiguous intervals of each of the closed sets 

E ^ ® i ^ ••• ^ . • « 

In the latter case, there exists a closed set E«o 

common to all the E. . If (e, d) is a contiguous interval 

of E^ , then either (c, d) is a contiguous interval 

of some first E^ , where k is finite, or there is 

a contiguous interval (c,- , d ) of each Et- such that 

(c^ , d fc. ) is contained in, or coincides with, (ct.^, , dtV(), 

such that every ( c4. , dc- ) is contained in (c, d), and 

such that 

lim oc » c, and lim d t* = d. 
CZ ts °° 

In the first of these cases, F^ (x) already is defined 

in (c, d); while in the second case, F€ (x) is determined 

in (c, d) in accordance with the discussion of section 

64. Accordingly, F€ (x) is defined in the contiguous 

intervals of E^, . Next, we approximate F(x) in the 

contiguous intervals of a closed set E^^ , where E f 

is contained in Ew hut is nowhere dense on , In 

general, if we have determined Fe (x) in each contiguous 

interval of EY » for all Y < , then just as we did 

in the cases of E^ and E«,, we determine F^(x) in 

the contiguous intervals of E^ , whether K is of the 
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first or of the second species. 

We !know that the sequence of closed sets, 
« 

E ^ ^ E •j, ^ ... ^ co ^ ••• ^ E ^ ^ 

ends at some definite E^ . Then is empty and F^ (x) 

is determined approximating F(x) throughout (a, h). 

As we have suggested, we now tai:e a sequence f €t-^, 

such that lim €<: » 0, and determine £ F c (x)X such 
t- OO 

that, for all x , and xt in ( a, h), where x t < x , , 

([FCx,)-F(%$- [F6. 0X0- ^T.)7| < 

Then, for all x in (a, h) 

| [F(r) - FWj - - P#, (*-)] | < «v (J- -*•) 
If we assign a value to F(a), this equation determines 

F(x) with an approximation of less than £4 (b - a) 

for all x in (a, h). It follows that F(x) is determined, 

with an arbitrary additive constant exception, as the 

unique limit of the sequence of continuous functions f F(MJ 
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II. 

, 70. In the above demonstration, we have not made 

use of the notion of the integral; hut it was that 

notion which had given us the solution of the problem 

of determining primitive functions when the given 

derivative function f(x) was continuous. Making the 

definition that a point of non-summabillty of f(x) 

is a point such that f(x) is not summable in any Interval 

containing that point, we observe that the processes 

of Cauchy and Dirichlet allow us to use the notion 

of the integral to solve our problem even when f(3:) 

is discontinuous, provided that the points of 

non-summability form a reducible set. 

Indeed, the general problem, that of determining 

the primitive functions of any given finite derivative 

function f(x) in (a, b), actually admits a solution 

in terms of the integral of summable functions. This 

solution, which we now1Shall investigate, is perhaps 

less intuitive and elementary than that which we have 

Just given. On the other hand, it is the culmination 

of the efforts which have been made in the problem 

of finding primitive functions by means of integration; 
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and it ia the justification of our calling Denjoy* s 

conception the Denjoy Integral. 

71. Baire's famous theorem allows us to 3oaow that 

the set of points of non-summahility of f( 3c) is nowhere 

dense on (a, h). For f(x) is the limit of a sequence 

of continuous functions and therefore its points of 

continuity form a dense set on (a, h). About such a 

point x0 there is an interval (m, n) such that 

|f(x) - f(xj| < e 

for all points x of (m, n). Then 

| f (x) | < some M 

throughout (m, n)j and f(x), being a function of Baire, 

is measurable: it follows that f(x) is summable in 

(m, n). 

We define the points of summability of f(x) as 

being those points of (a, b) that are not points of 

non-summability of f(x); then a point of summability 

is interior to an interval in which f(x) is summable. 

Clearly, the set E7 of points of non-summability of 

f(x) is closed, for a point of summability is interior 

to an interval containing no points of non-summability. 
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72. Consider a contiguous interval (c, d) of E,. 

Every point of the closed interval (c + & , d - S ) 

is in an interval (m, n) in which f(x) is summahle. 

Then, according to the Heine-Borel Theorem, ( c + £ , d - £ ) 

might he covered hy a finite number of the (m, n), 

so that 

Since F(x) exists and is continuous everywhere, 

a limiting process determines F(x), with an arbitrary 

additive constant exception, for all x satisfying 

73. Consider now in (a, b) any closed interval 

I containing, at least one point of E(. If the portion 

of E, in I is not perfect, then about an isolated point 

of E; in I we can take an interval (m*, n
1) containing 

no points of E, other than x^ . If x^ and Xt are points 

in (m1 , n* ) on the same side of xp , then 

*Tx- 

for any x, and xt satisfying 

c < x; < x v< d 

c < x < d.’ 
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otherwise, 'X* 

fOx-) - Fl% ) - J~~[f + 

in either case, the value of F(xt) - F(x ( ) is 

determinable for any x, and x7 in (o, d). 

On the other hand, if the portion of E in I 

is perfect, we use the result of section 66; namely, 

that 

fJ^r1 -/"•)!<* 

for a fixed x3 and for all x, and of E, in some 

(m1 , nT), where (m1 , n1 ) contains points of E, and is 

interior to I. This gives 

FOO- F(*) 
< /Ÿ} 

| - -x, 
since f(x) is finite. Then if (c, d) is a contiguous 

interval of E, in (m*, n* ), we have 

| F(d) - F(c) | < N(d - c); 

and if the sequence f(ct- , dv- represents the 

contiguous intervals of E, in (mf , n1 ), then 

Z1 FU- )- ^ 
That is, 
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is absolutely convergent. 

74. We define the continuous function :f((x) in 

(mT , n1 )» as follows: 

F, (*) = F(?) j x being a point of E, in (m1 , n* ); 

x being a point of a contiguous interval ( ct. , dc. ) 

of E, in (mT, nT ). 

Now the derivative of F, (x) is equal to f(x) 

at every point of E, in (mT, nT) which is not an end¬ 

point of a contiguous interval of E, ; that.is, at every 

point which is the limit, J5oth from the left and from 

the right, of sequences of points of E,. Further, the 

derivative at every point interior to a contiguous 

interval (et. , d t- ) has a definite value, 

F, (-*.') = F(~) ; 

F, ) = F 

F(<*0 - FC O 

dc - CJ 
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Finally, at every other point of (m1, n1)» F, (x) 

obviously has a right-hand and a left-hand derivative. 

Then F,(x) has a derivative F^x) almost everywhere 

in (m1 , n*). Further, since the oscillation of 

F\(x) is less than £ on E , in (mT , n1 ) » 

F'((x) is hounded, and therefore summable, on this set; 

and F{(x) is summable on the remainder of (m1 , nf)t 

for, as we have shown, 

is absolutely convergent in (mT, n1). Therefore, for 

all x satisfying mT < x < nT, 

£ [ F(*c) - FCe.Oj 

£, ( 
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where E/(m
T, x) designates the portion of E, contained 

in the interval (mf, x), and where the summation extends 

over the contiguous intervals of E, in (m* , x). 

If x is a point of E, in (m1 , n1)» then F%(x) = F(x). 

And if x is a point of (ct., d^. )» then we already know 

the value of F(x) - F(ct-). Consequently, F(x) - F(m* ) 

is uniquely determined for all x satisfying 

the summation extending over all the (c^., d£. ) in (m
T, n* ). 

75. let Ea "be the set of points of E, none of 

which is interior to such an (mT, n1). Obviously, E% 
is closed. And, since the interval I was taken arbitrarily 

on (a, b) so long as it contained at least one point 

of E,, the set E * is nowhere dense on E, . 

If (c', d*) is a contiguous interval of Ex , then 

the portion of E, contained in the closed interval 

(c* +£* , d* - J ) is closed, and each point of this 

closed set is interior to an (m*, n1); by the Heine- 

Borel Theorem, the set might be covered by a finite 

m’ < x < nT. 

In particular, 

/ 
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number of the (mT , nf). Then Fîx* ) - F(x , ) is determined 

for all x, and in ( c’ + S , d* - $ ) ; that is, 

for all x , and x ^ satisfying 

c' < x f < x x< d
T. 

Knowing that F(x) is continuous, we can employ 

a limiting process to determine F(x^. ) - F(x, ) in the 

interval 

c* < x < x, < d*, 

76. This process might he repeated: if E*. is not 

empty, then there is a set E3 , empty or closed, of 

points of Et such that Ej is nowhere dense on Et 

and such that F(xa ) - F(x , ) is determined throughout 

the contiguous intervals of E^ , 

Continuing, we determine a sequence of closed sets 

E, > Ex > ... > E^> ?.. 

Either we arrive at some empty E^ , or there exists 

a closed set E^ of points common to all the Et> 

In the first case, we have completed our task, for we 

have determined F(xx ) - F(x, ) throughout (a, h). 

In the second case, we determine F(xt ) - F(x , ) through¬ 

out the contiguous intervals of E w by means of a limiting 

process. 
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We next determine Fix), with an arbitrary additive 

constant exception, in the contiguous intervals of 

a closed set Eto+, which is nowhere dense on Ew, exactly 

as we did in the contiguous intervals of . 

Persisting in this process, we determine a trans- 

finite sequence of closed sets 

Ej ^ E ^ ^ ^ E ^ E^ > * • • 

in the contiguous intervals of each of which F(x) 

is determined with an arbitrary additive constant 

exception. 

77. We know that this sequence ends with some 

definite E^ and that E^, is empty. Hence, F(xx ) - F(x,) 

is determined uniquely in (a, b). That is, E(x) - F(a) 

is determined uniquely for all x satisfying a < x < b. 

Since F(a) is arbitrary, it follows that F(x) is determined, 

with an arbitrary additive constant exception, throughout 

(a, b). 


